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an Commits Suicide
After His Automobile
as epossesse

'Orange Mound M
Women Hurt In
Bus Accident

o.

V E'

ts

Tommy Parker, Sr., of West
Memphis, Ark., father of a
former Tri-State Defender reporter. Tommy Parker, Jr.,
and two eldes,ly cousins of the
Orange Mound community,
were among the 52 persons
injured when a Greyhound
bus bound for St. Louis, Mo.,
skidded off the highway and
overturned. Three passengers
were killed in the accident.
Mrs. Carrie Brown, 72, of
790 Cella, and her cousin, Mrs.
Lillian Moore, 65, of 2272 Zanone, were carried to hospitals in the St. Louis area for
treatment.
According to Mrs. Moore's
sister, Mrs. Cindy West, who
lived with her on Zanone, the
FIRED FROM JOBS
women were headed to KanWhen Lemmie Cobb of 2398 about the shotgun.
same order, are Jesse Jackson, 740 S. Lausas City, Kansas, to visit Mrs.
Fired From Jobs — More than 30 men
When police arrived they
Silver in Holiday Heights had
Olive;
E.
476
son,
Jones.
Brown's
Tolton
Woods,
W.
John
derdale;
the
in
Jobs
their
have been fired from
his car repossessed, he was found the house locked and
left
here
and
last
Saturday
E.
450
and
Caroline,
Cooperwood,
Hoston
Memphis Public Works department in regiven until last Friday to raise had to cut a screen to get in.
evening.
Jesse Stone, 917 Stafford. In rear, from
cent weeks, and the victims say It is bethe money and get it back.
But still they saw no one in
sons,
LoyMoore's
two
Mrs.
O.
Thomas
left, are Tom Reed, 755 Mosby;
He tried to persuade his the house. Mrs. Cobb told the
cause of efforts of the Retail Clerks Union,
of
and
Zanone,
al
2266
Moore
Jones, 1565 Orr; Sargent Carpenter, 769
wife, Mrs. Corinne Cobb, to officers that her husband
Local 1529 (AFL-CIO), to organize the
Leander Woods, left for St.
borrow the money for him, sometimes hid in the closet:
Castle, and Jimmie Newsom, 1084 Orleans.
men. On front row, from left, are Huriah
Louis on Monday to see about
and when she refused he
The men had worked a total of 71 years
the women.
While Mrs. Cobb remained
Cotton, 338-F Dixie Mall; John Lacy, 341
thought that he could not live in the living room with Miss
for the city at the time they were fired.
Mrs. Parker said he- husN. Dunlap; Calvin ('arrow, 2183 Kansas;
without his car.
Photo)
on
Sunday
her
Stansbury
band
called
Emma
Kirkland of 2405 Silver,
(Mark
Forrest Stone. 1339 Keating, and Henry
According to one neighbor, the police began checking the
and told her that he had hurt
Donnerson, 3156 ford rd. On second row,
on
her
Cobb
early
called
Mrs.
his arm, neck and side, but
closets. When they reached
the morning of July 4 and
that after he was treated he
the one in the den they ,found
had
old
husband
that
her
her
Mr. Cobb sitting inside with
continued on to the home of
struck her and asked her to a
a sister in St. Louis, Mo.
gaping hole in his chest. A
him, but that she had
shoot
shotgun was at his side.
Mrs. Parker said her husrefused.
band was going to that city
Alter being pronounced dead
Mrs. Cobb later told police
to visit two sisters, Miss Salthat when her husband kept at John Gaston hospital, police
lie Parker and Mrs. Susie
talking in a desperate man- ruled his death as a suicide.
Booker.
Neighbors said that no one
ner she left the house and
Mr. Parker told her that he
found refuge in the home of could remember hearing the
the
to
return
to
was supposed
blast which ended the victim's
a neighbor.
ris explained "Oh him. I hospital again on Monday for
AFTER BEING WOUNDED BY A SHOT
piration.
By M. L. REID
life.
because
case
CLOSET
WAS
his
IN
know
about
rethis
eyed
men
the
As
Mrs.
to
treatment.
pistol
a
scared
Nudye
"Our dien are
After being wounded by a shot from
Final rites were held last
Around 7 a.m., after being
been
have
of
people
number
a
man
the
suspiciously,
porter
don't
they
death, because
Fisher Neal, 23, of 205 Hernando St. is being carried to
away from the house a few Sunday. in Knight's Chapel
asking me
him
about
sailing
They
scared.
are
"They
said,
will
someone
know when
the hospital by R. S. Lewis ambulance. At the left is City
hours, Mrs. Cobb decided to CME church in Hernando,
back to work.
come out, take them off the think each day might be their to put him
Police Paul Grayson. The ambulance attendant is Carrel
return home, but afraid to go Miss., with Elder J. B. Washhe was never any
"But
working
been
have
They
last.
barn
the
to
them
carry
ruck,
•
by herself, she begged mem- ington officiating.
Williams. (Photo by Mark Stansbury).
Frankly, I would not
and tell them they are fin- with the department for years, good.
R. S. Lewis and Sons Fubers of the family across the
know the man if he were to
ished. That's happening, you and when you are over 50
street to accompany her. They neral home was in charge of
years old, it is very hard to walk in that door, but I am
know."
arrangements. Burial
suggested that she call police, final
going on what was told me.
That was pretty much the find another job. It is even
especially since she told them was in the church cemetery.
"The fact that a man has
feelings expressed by sanita- hard for the young ones to
been on a job a long time
tion workers employed by the find work."
does not mean a thing. We
5
Memphis Public Works de- READING LIFE
have fired them with 20 years
partment last week when this After hearing the garbage
Legionnaires from through44.
service. A man might work
reporter went out and made men's side of the story, this of
7
well one year and then be no the state are expected to
surveys of the men as they reporter went to Commission_
•
converge on Memphis to at-1
to
have
we
and
next,
the
good
for
and
office
Cr William Farris'
emptied garbage cans
said. tend the annual three-day
he
them,"
of
rid
get
de90
an interview,
barrels in tubs under a
Commissioner Farris said American Legion 48th TenAn hour before that a stategree sun.
if the men did vote to nessee State convention, set
that
E.
Leon
the
by
issued
of
was
some
ment
So fearful were
the Retail Clerks Union, for this Saturday, Sunday and
have
Funeral services for Dr.
Clerks
Police were still searching 1179 S. Parkway East, accused
Retail
fired
the
of
be
might
Sheppard
men that they
Local 1529, AFL-CIO repre- Monday.
(AFL-CIO).
for a 44-year-old man, identi- of shooting a pretty 23-year- Otis Harrison Yette, Sr., 1423
1529,
someone
Local
to
Union,
talking
if seen
conthe
for
Headquarters
mata
be
would
it
them,
sent
fied as Clarence Rambo of old woman in the hip last Norris, prominent local dentist
about the red hot issue, that Commissioner Farris was
ter for the entire City Corn- vention is at American Legion
Wednesday afternoon at Anna and ordained minister of the
they said, "If the driver of asked about the Union's proSt.
Beale
393
at
27
No.
Post
he
whether
decide
to
mission
, Belle's cafe, 205 S. Hernando Jehovah's Witness church,
the truck asks us what you posal that a committee of minis
delegates
of
Registration
recogto
permitted
be
would
St.
were held here on Monday at
were talking about, we are isters be allowed to check on
scheduled to start at 7 a.m.
nize them.
Shot was Mrs. Nudye Fish- Southern Funeral Home.
going to tell him you were the controversy which had
July 13. The fee is
Saturday,
UNIONS
IN
WHITES
er Neal who lives above the
Dr. Yette, who was 42, died
trying to find a house num- arisen in his department and
He added that there were $4.
cafe at 205 Hernando. Witness- last Wednesday at the E. H.
report the findings to the
ber."
Featured items on the agenWorks
Public
the
in
workers
fired
three
said
Rambo
es
hospital
Crump
Memorial
Asked if they would join public,
bills
department that held mem- da will center around:
shots from the pistol, one where he had been for a
the union if they were not 'MY DECISION'
these pertaining to veterans welbut
union,
the
•
in
bership
was
she
as
Mrs.
Neal
striking
the
month.
dilfraid they would be fired,
The Commissioner stated
pensions, loans,
are skills in which no Negroes fare such as
on duty as a cashier in the
He became ill on May 29
wsanitation workers said, "Yes, that while he had the "greatemployed.
by
are
and
operated
cafe,
owned
didn't
it
if
of
and entered the hospital on
we would join it
est respect for the ministers
improvements
the
B.
Among
Mrs.
Arna
her
mother,
fired.
be
would
The national controversial
June 3 after he was unable
mean that we
the gospel, I must reject the
the sanitation workers
issue which has caused some Fisher of the same address. to rid himself of a fever.
But we have been told to offer because it is a decision that
in which
uniforms
to
Neal
are
was
carried
Mrs.
want,
offiunion
the
from
away
of the country's outstanding
Tests revealed that he was
stay
that I must make as an
and showers installed
'hall."
civil rights leaders, public John Gaston hospital, how- suffering from acute monocial elected by the people." to work
ever since that time she has cytic leukemia.
barns.
the
in
the
and
govcomment,
politicians
figures,
aside
an
In
'GOOD WORKERS'
At present the men-41We to
telephone
ernmental employees to speak been released and is at home
A native of Harriman, Tenn.,
One Negro foreman, who Commissioner told a
•
home in the offensive
ride
me
fooling
out pro and con, will be dis- recovering.
aren't
"Th-y
caller,
Dr. Yette attended the prepasaid he preferred to withhold
in
work
they
clothes
smelling
saw
who
Witnesses
Rambo
preachdurin
these
Memphis
here
cussed
of
Some
bit.
one
who
ratory school of Swift Mehis name, said two men
men during the day, and must keep
ing an open forum at Cen- leave the cafe immediately morial Junior college in Roghad worked with him for sev- era are encouraging the
germ-laden garments in
after the shooting could not erville, Tenn.
the
even
878
church,
and
tenary
Methodist
union,
the
join
to
very
eral years and who were
tell what direction he went.
hall the house during the night.
Mississippi.
He served in the old Army
hard workers, Were called off taking them to the union
It is reported that Rambo's Air
They want to leave the gar"Does
is
forum
the
Topic
for
cars."
own
their
in
by
Force from 1942 to 1945
away
DR. 0. II. VETTE
the truck and taken
they
after
barns
out
the
the
town
wife
at
in
of
was
ments
Memphis Need Some Form of
Commissioner Farris said
and was stationed most of that
a supervisor.
at
his
time.
The
work.
telephone
leave
had
DeConcerning
Direct
Action
improvements
D. C.
vast
Washington,
that
Army
the
time
at
Tuskegee
they
where
asked
"When I
department
segregation Here — Demon- home has been disconnected. Air Force Base in Alabama. Interment was in National
were, at the end of the day," been added to the
told
Tri
Mrs.
a
State
Fisher
strations?" Four community
took over, and they
Dr. Yette was graduated cemetery.
he said, "I was told that they since he
leaders will participate in the reporter that she was in the from Tennessee A. & I. State
twice-a-year raises,
pallbearers
Active
were
had been fired for inefficiency. include
the
she
kitchen
of
cafe
when
favors
which
two,
discussion,
credit
hospitalization and a
university in 1950 and from Moyse H. Jones, Richard DuI was never asked about their
'heard the shots. She rushed
and
two,
"Demonstrations"
the Meharry Medical College vall, Drs. C. F. Pinkston, Vaswork. They were hard work- union.
who oppose. The discussion is Ito her daughter but could not School of Dentistry in 1954. co A. Smith, Booker Hodges
FIRING OLD MEN
ers."
!tell what led up to the shootat
21
July
Sunday,
for
set
He practiced for three years and T. W. Northcross. Mem"During this hot weather," He admitted, however, that
5:30 in the auditorium of the ing. She said she did not hear in Carruthersville, Mo., before bers of the Shelby County
not
GROVER C. BURSON
any
nor
he said, "the men need a Ri- longevity on the job did
argument
know
the
church.
he brought .his family here in Dental Society were honorary
reason for the attack.
fle rest every now and then. mean safety from firing.
hospitalization — non-service The forum is being spon- Mrs. Neal was
1957 and began practicing in pallbearers.
Asked about one individual
not
available
But look at them," he pointed
who
as well as service connected sored by the church's Com- for comment.
the Castalia Heights communto a pair with their clothes with 18 years of service
mission On Christian Social
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Ger- c-ises — and others.
ity. He later moved his ofCommissioner Farand faces dripping with pers- was fired,
of which Mrs. Addle
fices to 1390 Wilson.
ald A. Lamb, Negro treasurer
Many questions will be ans- Concern
er and member of the Com- Dr. Yette began his associaof the State of Connecticut, wered at
the convention Golden is chairman.
mission.
will
forum
will come here to give the which is commonly asked by Moderator of the
tion with the Jehovah's Witprincipal address at a fund - veterans, such as "Is a peace- be Thaddeus T. Stokes, edi- Rev, James M. Lawson, Jr. ness church in 1955 and joined
church.
the
of
is
pastor
Defendthe
of
Tri
tor
State
12
raising dinner Friday, July
as a member in 1955.
time or cold-war veteran enat 7:30 p.m.
titled to treatment in a Veter- 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111110111111111111111111111111111111 Survivors include his wife,
Davidson
the
Sponsored by
Mrs. Agnes P. Yette; two
ans Administration out-paWillie Dunn II, who worked
County Democratic League, tient clinic or by a private
daughters, Miss Brenda Yette
the Tri-State
held
be
will
dinner
the
Inc.,
and Miss Paula Yette; two part-time with
doctor and obtain VA pay for
The vast majority of Negro cal school, acting as spokesthe recent
at the air-conditioned National 't?"
sons, Otis H. Yette, Jr., and Defender during
employees at John Gaston hos- man for the Negro employees,
Contest, is no
re- Guard Armory, Sidco Drive,
Harold Yette, and his mother, Miss Mid-South
con-,Opens
the
pital, last week protested the said that Negro employees
for
planned
Also
associated with the
Crutchfield, Jr., public
Mrs. Mack Yette of Chatta- longer
segregated, basement cafeteria sented the fact that they were R. C.
banquet and a
newspaper, 5c-cording to an
relations chairman for the din- vention is a
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A Al ississippi Negro priest
nooga, Tenn.
by quietly refraining from us- forced to eat in a basement
dance.
by Whittier A.
opened a house session with a prayer for divine guidance in
cafeteria, near storage rooms ner, said its purpose is to raise
Other survivors include two announcement
ing the facilities.
Th.; banquet is planned for
Sengstacke, Sr., general manand near where garbage and sufficient funds to allow the Sunday, July 14 at 8 p.m. at passage of civil rights legislation.
brothers, Samuel Yette, WashA letter was sent to Com- other refuse was being hauled DCDL to have full participaDelivering the invocation, a daily house rite normally ington, D. C.;. Emmitt Yette, ager.
Universal Life Insurance ca- conducted by
missioner James Moore, con- by and white employees were tion in the 1964 elections.
Dunn. 18, appeared at a
the Rev. Bernard Braskamp, House Chaplain, Rockwood, Tenn.; and seven
The
cerning the cafeteria segregat- privileged tc eat in a beautiGov. Frank G. Clement and feteria, 480 Linden Ave.
of St. Augustine's sisters, Mrs. Marie Reynolds publisher's meeting in Detroit
was
rector
the
Perry,
R.
very
Harold
Rev.
Saturday,
M policy. The letter was sign- ful modern, air-conditioned Nashville Metropolitan Mayor dance will be held
Mission Seminary, Bay St. Louis, Miss.
and Mrs. Alma Wright, Long recently and introduced himed by Rev. L. A. Blake, chair- cafeteria on the second floor Beverly Briley head a list of starting at 9 a.m, at the Foote
your laws, of God, giver of Island, N. Y.; Mrs. Edna Wil- self as an employe of the paper
"Too
ignored
we
long
have
nlan of the grievance commit- of the hospital.
state and local officials invited Home, 578 Mississippi Blvd.
human dignity and human rights," said Father Perry. son and Mrs. Christine Tate, and served on a panel of
and Service
Commander
tee of a recently established
The protest was started July to attend the dinner, Crutch"Grant
that we may now at last have the courage to meet Detroit; Mrs. Lyda McKelden, young people who are working
Grover
Officer of Post No. 27,
unit of Congress Of Racial 1.
the field of journalism.
field said.
the challenge of this critical hour to seize this historic opChattanooga; Mrs. Johnny in
LegionEquality (CORE), reportedly.
Lamb, former alderman of C. Burson, appeal to
When Commissioner James
portunity you has given us for healing an ancient rupture
Dunn's present
Ky.,
and
Although
Jones,
Louisville,
members
elected naires and auxiliary
in our national family."
The letter stated that the Moore's office was contacted Waterbury, Conn., was
Mrs. Imogene Gibson, NOrth whereabouts are unknown, he
to attend the convention. He
in
office
his
to
high
conpresent
House
Defender
of
state
memory
'Tri
the
within
by
.ticularly
Father Perry is the only Negro
Negro employees pa
called associates here by teleCarolina.
plurality said "your vote is needed at
7omplained about the (1) seg- cerning the "protest" and let- November, 1962, by a
old-timers•to deliver the opening invocation. Speaker John
Samuel Yette, brother of phone and told them that he
For the convention to help pass
votes.
than
70,000
more
of
Comthat
stated
Father
Perry
was
it
ter,
said
(2)
and
invitation,
W.
facility
akregated eating
McCormack, who issued the
Dr. Yette, is a former staffer was leaving the U. S. as a
defeat
missioner Moore was in Chi- the past three years he has some bills as well as
also is the only Negro rector of a Catholic Seminary in this
Wsegregated restrooms.
with Johnson Publishing com- delegate to the Baptist World
for
vital
not
are
those
which
Conneccountry.Rev. James E. Smith, 22, a cago attending a convention been secretary of the
and is presently a writ- Youth Congress in Beirut, Lepany,
naand
state
the
Negro
community,
laboratory technician at the and is not expected to return ticut Federation of
er with the Peace Corps in banon.
101111111311611IIIIIIIIIIII1111111111
tion."
.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111181111811111111111111111111111111111111
Democratic Clubs.
University of Tennessee Medi- to his office until Monday.

His Body Found In Closet
In Sitting Position After
Police Searched House
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Garbage Men Working In Fear
Since More Than 33 Were Fired

American Legion
Convention Here
July 13 14 15

Police Search For Man
Accused Of Shooting Dr.O.H. Yette Dies:
re y„woman n nip Was Leukemia Victim
9

To'Demonstrate
Or Not - - To Be
Panel Topic

Conn. Official To
Address Demos
At Fund - Raising

•
Protest Segregated Eating
Facilities At John Gaston

Willie Dunn, II
Not With TSD

Mississippi Negro Priest.
Session In House
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WEEK OF JULY 6 - 12,

Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. wood, 854 Mason; girl, Pamela .Richrnond.
bert Jr.
Mr and Mrs. Willie L. Guy,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Moody, Boone, 1090 Latham; girl,lPatricla.
12775 Spottswood; a boy.
1804 Keltner, Apt. 4; girl, June Teretha.
I Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Mr. and
Frank BohanNanette.
Mr. and Mrs. James L.lbell, 1298 Michigan; a boy.
non, 1383 Woodbine; girl,
Mr.
Mrs. L. A. Pearson, Parker, 1441 N. Stonewall;: Mr. and Mrs. Chatles AnderCarolyn Jean.
817 N. Bellvue; girl, Wanda girl, Melody Gail,
Gregory.Wellington; boy,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. LOSFaye.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene WarMr. and Mrs. Sidney Veaseviren, 289 Cynthia; boy, Eugenel Mr and Mrs. Arthur West,ibins, 277 Jacoby; boy, Joe Walter.
1901 Quinn; boy, Ralph Lydell. Jr.
248 Hernando; girl, Doris Jean.
June 27.
I Mr and Mrs. Rudy Coving- Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Smith,' Mr and Mrs. Riley Brown,
Mr and Mrs. William L.
1605 Barton; girl, Nanetta.
234 S
S. Lauderdale; a noY
S.
HOSPITAL: Elaine.
AT E. H.
Scott 1935 Edward; girl, Lie- Charles.
, Mn.Mr. and Mrs. Robert Weaver, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Clark.
Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis Towns,
23.
tea Jo.
. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ben. 2401 Vandale; girl, Constance 244 Greenlaw; girl,
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Woods, 1568 Humber; girl, Alisa Gail.
Beverly
nett, 717-B Wells; boy, AnsiLyvette.
;AT JOHN GASTON
I Rechelle.
903 Edith, Apt. is; girl, Lisa Juno 25.
Mrs. Merrell Edrich
and
HOSPITLL:
Mr. and Mrs. John L. DickGail.
Mr. and Mrs. Luster B. ConMr. and Mrs. Frank Gallo- Thomas. 1254 Race; boy, Dar-'ner.
June 29.
1505 Keltner; boy, Andre
Mr. and Mrs. A marse Step- arson. 1958 Frisco, Apt. 10;
h
d
o
n
Daniels,
a
tn
1m
l
way,
rAn
2489
re
Staten;
Renee
Robert
girl,
y.
and
Mrs
Mr.
De nd
ter, 410 Cambridge; girl, Je- boy. Jerome.
Mrs. Jesse Grav,ilers.s,
Tillman; boy, Robert Jr. iMichelle
`50(1
,
Mr. and
nean.
Waite, Sims,
749-A Wells; boy, MarVis ''''''r and Mrs. Timothy SelMr. and Mrs. Charles E. July 2.
1464 Ferguson girl, Sandra
June 23.
758 Speed; girl, Terry
M!
,
Buckley,'Everett.
Leath; boy, Char' Mr.
271
Mr. and Mrs. Hobson Green- Faye.
"
.. '
11 .
1440 Kimball; boy, Eddie Mr. and Mrs. Louis Royster, NT"
lea Edward Jr.
. Mr. and Mrs. George Ross,
girl, Glenda
wood, 1935
and Mrs.
Odell.
Denise.ljtil,A 30.
.249 Ayers: girl, Kim Yvette.
1 1540 S. Third; girl, Geraldine
Lequett.
288 Lucy: girl, Yvette
C. Foster,' Mr. and Mrs. George
Mrs Lloyd Pres-, Mr. and Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh T. Love, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Quinn,'
Lauderdale; a 160 Mill: twin girls, Alana 2373 Eldridge; girl, Sharon La-,Le'ora.
S.
1056
cott
369 E. arigg; girl, Marian 3028 Calvert; boy, Willie Al-' - '
1 Mr and Mrs. Vonice C. BurCarol and Dana Kay.
vette.
,boy.
Jon. 1114 James; girl, Lanese
i Me ”nri Mrs Cedric D Wat- Mr. and Mrs. Lee Roy Wal-1,11,1,- 4Edric Connor, right, noted British Shakespearean actor
ins, 779 Roanoke; girl, Bridg- ker, 880 Pawnee; girl, Tonle Mr. and Mrs. Percy Taylor,
and screen star, In Hollywood to begin his role in "Your For
Mr. and Mrs. John A. TayRonald
;Meehelle.
boy,
Willett;
11388
S.
..
eft/. Rene,
to,. 9955 Princeton; boy, DurTexas' with Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin. Anita Ekberg
Mr.
and
Louis.
J.'
Franklin
Mrs.
Henry
Igess,
Mrs.
and
,Mr.
win rRe,,n
,
eriex
. 4m lilvpo,sr m.di.
and Ursula Andress, which Robert Aldrich is producing
Allen. 487 Wilburn; girl, Bar- Jr.. 896 Palmer Alley; boy,! Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dyer, 751
and directing for Warner Bros.
Henry III.
Fleet; a boy.
bara Louise.
son:
1787 Castalia; girl, ClemMr and Mrs. Victer Mays,I Mr and Mrs Lncian Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
Jones,
378 S. Lauderdale; girl, Ver- 599 Dorian; girl, Robin Mi- 588 Oriole; girl, Doris Florine. en;;.e.and
Mrs. Robert Q. RetM' RI
Jhonica Rochelle.
A95 Hs.isekse
. 1w
1;
Drto71
Mr. add Mrs. W. C. Garrett, son, 283E. Olive, Apt. 2; boy,
;July 1.
Ch
xr
4
ir
h
d
er
m
,
sto
•
P
; Mr, and Mrs. Jimmy L. 2973 Broad; a boy.
Bernard.
Woods, 917 Neptune; girl, Lisa Mr. and Mrs. Walter Culp, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. FitzHOLLYWOOD, Calif. -- low - with Robert Mitci.um
26n5 Young: girl. Glorietta.
Lnvoria.
gerald. 1488 Pillow; girl, Jac- 7986 Autumn; gin, Dorothy
Jean.
Noted British Shakespearean and Jack Lemmon and "King
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Fondren, Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Sel- queline Fay.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Percy
B.
Jankactor and screen star, Edric o
lers, 848 Boston; girl, Emma Mn. and Mrs. Don Deberry,
Bingham: boy. Steven.
son. 1$140 Preston; boy, Markle Connor, arrived in Hollywood
3507 PARK AVE.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie B. Lew- Jean.
1241 S. Willett; a girl.
2301 SO. THIRD
Ivr„.
this
week for an important
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Mn. and Mrs. Willie Hunt,
is, 1466 Kerr; boy. Leo.
Mr o.srj
Ln'nie Pc-Mon. featured role in "Four For •
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. John- Churchman, 1441 Horace; girl, 370 Gaston; a boy.
1646 Pillow; boy, Marvin Dale. Texas," now being produced
son, 1592 Gabay; girl, Valerie Gloria Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Baiand directed by Robert Aid-1
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Jor- ley. 1114 Tully; girl, Veda Joy.
Donna.
rich for Warner Bros. AppearStarts SAT. JULY 1:1
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. dan, 1788 Keltner, Apt. 9; a Mr. and Mrs. James Davis, Girl
Parachutist Dies
ing in the Technicolor extrav5 — Big Day, — 5
Crawford, 2361 Carnes; boy, boy.
1308 Glenn; boy, Dennis.
July 3.
William Edward.
Mn. and Mrs. 0. D. Foster. MELBOURNE. Australia — aganza with Connor are
Sinatra, Dean Martin, Anita THE HSI DIMIOLICAI PIUS ins ssriis MAME
Mr. and Mrs. Willie McClel- 1600 S. Third; boy, Kenneth (UPI) — Toni Blahut, 19
year Ekberg and Ursula Andress.
lan. 1066 N. Seventh, Apt. 2; Maurice.
old girl parachutist, died Though he has appeared in
a boy.
July 5.
when her parachute opened
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Abr
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Savage, too late during a jump at Pek- many American films proboy, James Nurvelle.
3530 Mendenhall; boy, Terry ienham Airfield. It was the duced abroad, this is his first
American feature in HollyMr. and Mrs. Jesse Ira, 356- Lavocus.
fifth parachute death in Auswood. In it, he portrays Dean.
1168 So. Third
A Dixie Mall; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. William W. tralia since the sport started
friend and sidekick
Martin's
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Gate- Garner, 347 N. Crump; boy.'here in 1948.
Street
in Galveston of the 1870's as
together they break up the
Open 8:30 AM To 8:30 PM
gambling combine which rules
JAYCEE FISHING RODEO
the town.
Inee MU.
Connor WAS born in TriniF. P.,
APPLICATION
t113. IT!' M.
dad in the West Indies, where
'
"
f'
I
$3561
DOWN
he became a famous actor
Name
and operatic star, as well as
1956 BUICK, 2 DR.
Age
NT., Fully Equippod,
recording
artist. He was
Lik• New, Red & Block
brought to London by the
DOWN
School Attended
Grade
Royal Court theatre for a
1951
IN 55 MO3T CNILLIN6 PORTRAYAL OF Ill.
earl role opposite Rex HarriEqu21p pp@ dR; $3900
H
ilyiT
PARENT'S Name
son
in Shakespeare's "PeriGr•on & Whit. ONLY
DOWN
cles," and from there his motion picture career zoomed.
Address
1959 DODGE 4 DR.
Some of his American
Street
City
include "The Vikings" with
Sharp
Kirk Douglas, "Fire Down BeTelephone
TECHNICOLOR — PLUS —
1957 BEL AIR 2 DR.
H.T., Full Power, Extra
Parents' Signature
53 DOM COM STOP THEM..
Cliron, Low Not." ....
DOWN
NO MAN COULD CONQUER THEM!
LOOK!
Consenting For Child To Entry Fishing Rodeo
LOOK!
All School students between 6 and 16 years of age are eligible to enter.
LOOK!
Ward Chapel AM''. church.
Mail to TRI-STATE DEFENDER OFFICE C/o of Fishing Rodeo, 236 S.
125 S.' Parkway East, has
16 Ft.
ABOUT,
Wellington St., Memphis 5, Tenn., not later than July 10th.
made plaes to celebrate "Young
Con,, Too, All Fib., Gloss Elect.
People's Day" Sunday, July 14,
Starter, Full A“.ss., Mori. 35
announces the chairman, Miss
939 UNION AVENUE
040,c.,Y E^9,Corsplet• With E
lent Trallor•
Peggy Brooks.
Memphis, Tennessee
Charles Brannon. member or
Providence AME Church, is exOpen Nit.,
BR 2-7561
pected to '
,
lye the main talk
at 11 a. m. Rev. U. Grant Hearing of Kt. Andrew AMF
-1114=b12
church, will speak at 3 p. m
Music will be supplied Ian Peuah Baptist Church and St. An- fASTMUHILDR.--- wonap,us
drew AME church choirs.
Rev. Robert L. McRae is the
AMATEUR NIGHT
pastor.
8:30 P. M.
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VACATION VALUES

Frank

COMETS
METEORS
MONTEREYS

THE MOST TERRIFYING
MOTION PICTURE
EVER CREATED!

THIRD STREET
MOTOR CO.

WAGON,

Prices Starting At
$1895.00 $95" Down

$57.95

$29"

VINCENT PRICE
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State

$699°

Per Month

Ward Chapel AME To
Celebrate Young
Peoples Day
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'LOUIS JOURDAN SYLViASYMS

WED.

A locally owned Finance
Company operated by
Memphians For the
Benefit of Home Folk

111

IT TAKES MORE
THAN A WISHBONE
.

You Can Afford A Mercury!

Ken G. Bennett

to invest funds

• •

for hest results

V. Ce Pref., MOn09*1

SHELBY FINANCE COMPANY
118 Monroe

50

Ph. 525-0431
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MERCURY COMET
2 Dr. Sedan
Includes title and finance
charges at bank rates.
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MERCURY
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PARKWAY MOTORS 1

2144 LAMAR AT PKWY.

FA 4-3711

That Investment You
Have In A Gas Saving
VOLKSWAGEN
JIMMY PAYNEmoToRs, INC.
FA 3-4501
2509 Summer
COMPLETE and MODERN FACILITIES
for SERVICING YOUR VOLKSWAGEN
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"Mid-South's Fastest Growing Dealer"

BILL SPEROS
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-VALIANT

309 UNION

55 1

NO MONTHLY PAYMENTS 'TIL AUGUST

FULL PRICE— JULY
LE
SA
4-DR. NEWPORT CHRYSLER
sII o
r
0
PLYMOUTH
VALIANT
51995'

1

$

DOWN

„8 Monroe S„e e tPhone "5-0431
Next to William Hotel

CHARLES WASHBURN

And
36 Mos.
As
Low As

JA 5-0581

25 MONTH OR 25 000 MILES
111 SPIHOS

MAINTENANCE WARRANTY ON All NEW 1963

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-VALIANT

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTHVALIANTS

Announces Starting July 1st

HIS ALL NEW SERVICE WARRANTY

FREE

All loll Furnish Is The Cosolinr

And Tires

EVERYTHING ELSE IS FREE
NO DEALER ANYWHERE
GIVES THIS GUARANTEE
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67,000 Hear Witnesses
Leader Hit Marital Woe

Making Plans To
Enter Civil
• Rights Struggle '
.........................;

.DOWN FRoNTI

I:

SOMERVILLE, Tenn. — Approximately 100 young people
THEY ENTERED, THEY I was able to zet 0. Z. Evers here and in Fayette County•
I
accept the presidency of a are in the process of organizPLAYED and they were de-,to
tested in the open city ten- newly
CORE ing wtih iete intentions of
established
nis tournament last week' chapter here. The mysterious carrying on activities for the
civil rights fight which has
First time Negroes have been
Hampton came here
swept across America, said
permitted to play in the local Miss
Rev.
Clarence Wr•ght, 21, of h.re.
tournament. Defeated were from Chatanooga said
Dr. John Edward Jordan, An- LeRoy AOBlake who is chair- and Robert F. Barber, 29, fortonio Kateo, and Earl Gre- man of the grievance COM- metly of Kalamazoo. Mich.
gory. Better luck next time mittee of the local CORE.
Wright, a sophomore at Tenguys.
ROSCOE MCWILLIAMS IS n,ee State Attel University
THERE IS A BAPTIST director of the Non-Partisan said he is affiliated with the
church in Airmingham, Ala., Registration Drive currently Southern Christian 1,e54ershi,,
without a pastor — we are underway. Attempts are being Council and participated in
told. We are also told that a made to restore the voting sjeies in Memphis in MI.
Memphis pastor has sudd.mly rights of those persons who , Barber. who said he taught i
taken a 'great interest in Bir- were cut from the list be- ;.,-,..i-1 ,,i...e. in K,1••rnazool
,cause they failed to vote in•-a public schools, is a board mem-1
mingham.
WHEN MARY HAMPTON general election in the last h„ ,,t th at ,it.,,s Homan Relations Council and also a
earne to town recently, she four years.
"4 Morob.,of SOLPhwwst.r^
,
— — l'^I"
7
igan Ch apter of the
Michigan
Civil Liberties

NEW YORK (UPI) — The riages fail are because the bushuge ball park was overflow- band relinquishes his role
ing with people, as it often is natural leader and the wile
on a sun-kissed Sunday during fails to follow the Biblical inthe summer months. But base- junction to be "submissive.°
ball was not the attraction at
He said that in happy homes,
Yankee Stadium on this occa- the man "is the head and
ion.
makes all the major decisions.
tu : lA
oing
ss weere going
The theirY
Yankees
h course,
nsubacnudmlt %
iy
us
hg
ov t u
o
business out
I abT
of tswife
ith
with
the
for
!Cleveland and, at least
on some points, but he righttime being, their vast home , fully bears the leadership rebelonged to the Jehovah's Wit- 'sponsibility."
, nesses.
Wischuk then quoted from
I More than 87,000 Witnesses scripture where women are
, assembled at the ball park for ,admonished: "wives, be subject
the opening of their conven- to your husbands"
—
:lion and by the end of the
lweek, that figure is expected
S.)
to swell to 125,000.
Complete fountain
I Those who were on hand
<,c, SERVICE Cosmetics
for the opening session heard
!J. W. Wischuk, a top official
sikk
Pk ... hi.. Whol•
of the Witnesses, proclaim that
555 Weirt
*.\
'"we don't have any problem
Jewelry
,with
marital breakup, or with
,
S1/4
ijuvenile delinquency."
t
,,VANCE
550
1 "Our marriages stick," he
Y•
said, "and we escape delin.
.
F
as
t
\.•
parent,
quency because our
F Re
know where their children are.
l and with whom and what : Delivery
they're doing."
,
Wischuk explained that the
Phi IA 6 8112 JA 6.9120
._.4
two reasons why so many mar-

a
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CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION

GILBEys GIN Aiehme.rican
n
To Do Research Thant orders, UN Troops
At St. Jude
B 1964
ongo
•
"the world agrees

The two voting men said
,,, that'they have several meeton'GILBEY'S,please'! inec with groups which have
not been named yet.

RES
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dry
smooth,
flavorful

1q11 S but IOW% Grim Pleanal Spits. W. & /I. iSSE,
_

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
WE TRAIN YOU
NO PREVIOUS
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

IBM KEY PUNCH
IBM TABULATION
IBM WIRING SPECILIST
OFFICE AUTOMATION

•

TRAINING WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH YOUR PRESENT 10B

FINANCIAL LOAN ARRANGED
FOR THOSE WHO QUALIFY
WRITE TODAY
Give Name, Address, Education And Telephone Number
WRITE: Box 311 TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSPAPER
Memphis, Tenn.

A physician now completing
her pediatric residency at Tobey Children's Hospital in
Memphis has been awarded
a United States Public Health
Service research fellowship for
work at St. Jude hospital.
! Dr. Kathleen Hernandez,
who received her M.D. degree
from Louisiana State University in 1951, will join the St.
Jude Hospital staff in October
to study cancer chemotherapy
—the use of drugs in treatment of cancer.
Dr. Hernandez completed
her internship and residency
at Charity hospital in New
Orleans and was employed as
a public health officer from
1954 to 1961.
Since 1961 she has been a
pediatric resident at Tobey
hospital. and has worked briefly at St. Jude hospital under
a program through which University of Tennessee pediatric
residents each spend two
months at the research institute.

derson's contributions to the NAACP its
former executive committee member, secretary and executive of its Committee Conferenee on Employment Opportunity. Seen
with him, from left, are Mrs. C. M. Hayes,
immediate past President; Rev. Claude
Walker, president, and Mahlon Griffith.
community conference administrator.

Dr. V. W. Henderson, left, chairman of
the department of economics and business
administration at Fisk university, is shown
receiving a certificate of appreciation from
the Nashville branch of the NAACP before
his departure for the North Carolina College of the University of North Carolimt
at Raleigh. The certificate noted Dr. lien •

PHARMACY

FANTASTIC DEALS
WE WANT VOLUME!!!

cr

CONVERTIBLES
Power everything, plus
factory air

ordered arrangements for the ,Thant's decision, the aides
smplete pull-out of U.N. Fore- said.
es by Dec. 31.
PRESENTS PLAN
Thant is in Geneva conferReports that a small contingent would remain behind dur- ring with the heads of U.N.
ing the first part of 1964 were specialized agencies and reporting to the economic and
dismissed as "speculation."
The aides said Thant's de- social council. He is scheduled
to
fly to Rome Wednesday and
cision was made primarily to
sir::: in=ay. The Soviet Un- Ireturn to New York Saturday.
ion and France, among others, I Thant appealed for more
have refused to pay toward 'funds to promote scientific and
the cost of maintaining troops Itechnological advances in dein the Congo and the Middle 'eloping countries.
East.
I He proposed a plan to narrow the gap between have and
DEBT SOARS
, The U.N. will owe approxi- have-not nations. But he said
,mately $120 million for these success of the plan depends
•two forces by the end of the on more money for the U.N.
year plus $140 million in 25- greater bilateral government
and private efforts, and the
year-bonds.
.
At the height of the Congo need for the poor countries to
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Crisis, the U. N. force there help themselves as well.
The Pentagon said major air totaled more than 19,000 men. 1 His remarks were made in
force commands have been ad- It has been reduced steadily la repott on science and techEIIIIMIIIIIMIIMMEMIOMO vised that off-duty servicemen this year and last month to- nology to the 38th session of
was-wash
No.
7
.DUPONT
may participate in desegrega- taled about 8,000.
WE USE
the Economic and Social Coun'
on all cars — ,t Union Car Wash.
when not Political considerations Play- cil, which began last Tuesday
Open 7 days a week for your con. tion demonstrations
venlence.
in uniform and there is no ed only a minor role in and ends Aug. 2.
danger of injury or damage to — —
property.
The Pentagon said the guidance memo, which was not
CHEVROLET CO.
924-3871 sent to the Army or Navy, ad2200 Lamar
i vised that the Air Force had
no power to prevent a person
from exercising his constituII 11.1573
cum/ROLET-1983. Company °Mehl) tional rights if there is no in21E4 CENTRAL AT COOPER
oar. Driven only 2.000 miles. Laurel
•
green with whits top. An Super Sport. volvement of the service nor
PRICE!
CASE
A
AT
CASES
MIXED
1318
extras.
of
Lots
motor.
300-n.p.
violation of laws or regula.
ratcount I
'
I
"Memphis' Oldest Chevrolet Dealer" tions.
P.11? h I.\ G .11M..1 6.=,.,
GENEVA — (UPI) _
United Nations Secretary
General U. Thant has ordered all U. N. troops to
leave the Congo by the end
of the year to save money, it
was announced.
The United States h ad asked
that the troops remain to prevent violence until reorganize_
tion of the Central Congolese
Army is completed.
Staff aides said Thant has
-

John Ronza's

CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS

U N 10 N
CHEVROLET CO.
324-3632
2139 Lamar
321-3871
220(1 Lamar
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Baby blue, one owner,
$149 extra low 111 i ICS

59 OLDS

'59 BUICK

'61 FORD

'58 CHB/.

$1

295

Invicto, the hot one, solid white,
Full Power, redinterior;
$1395 red and white interior .. S I 39$
sharp as tack
Impala, none
Loaded with accessories
5179 • since '59
and like new

like it

'58 FORD

'62 FORD

Retractable, black; red 8 whit,
$2295 interior & cream puff . . $1095

Newest in Memphis.
Priced right

BANG! BANG1 SALE
CONVERTIBLES
150 USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM

Airmen Involvement
'
In Frotests OK d

U N 10N

'59 FORD Galaxie

'59 BUICK

To Leave

. RAMBLER
iTtb.

-

GL 8-8520
UTHS
Poplar—MID•SO
2516
,
2484..
S520

Issik,er

KRESS

DOLL SALE

"SHOP— AND SHOP AT CENTRAI."
.1

NEW YORK — Here's a
new angle on the theater integration hassle in the South.
A Greensboro, N. C. theater
man who declined to be quoted said:
"Integration will be handled

14" Newborn Infant Doll

or so show up, we'll admit
them. But, we'll lower the
price so much on the top balcony that they'll want to sit
up there."
Obviously, he forgot that
some whites might take advantage of the lower price.
too.

Special!

411111illana....._
GET MORE PAY —
LEARN A TRADE!
START TRAINING NOW IN
RADIO-TV REPAIR
AIR CONDITIONING
ELECTRONICS
Call or write for detail,

DEWEY MOTORS

COMPANY,INC.

Used Car Department

KEEGAN SCHOOL
,Now under new management)
544

BEALE

JA 6-80!

YOU CAN AFFORD TO OPERATE Si 00 A WEEK FOR GAS
62 VW
Red-Sharp
Clean S1195

Regularly $2.98

4,

•

Cuddly soft and lifelike,
with sleeping eyes, blond •
or brunette rooted hair cut
in pixie style. Arms, legs0
and head are soft unbreakable vinyl ... she comes in
a flannel sacque or lacetrimmed dress and booties.

Big 20" Baby Doll
Drinks
and Wets

sk-S
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•
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Cars Or
Used Cars

From Us
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DEALERS
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1A 6-8871
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FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
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'57 Chevrolet
'/2 Ton P.U.
$895
i,
[VERY WHERE YOU GO, usaro ARE ON THE MARCR
CARS

DEWEY
- USED CAR DEPARTMENT
PH. 525-4611
I RION
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A charmer in sheer
nylon dress with
slip, panties, shoes
and socks. Even
plastic nursing bottle! Baby's got movable arms,legs,head
... go-to-sleep eyes
.. a soft vinyl body
... rooted hair that
can be washed and
set.

You Get The Best For Less At KRES.3
9 No. Main St.
Open 9.30 am to5:30 pm Mon. & Thurs
9:30 am 9:00 pm
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Plan Celebration In Honor Of
Rev. W. M. Fields, Sr., 42nd
Anniver. At Eastern Baptist

Niece Of Storeys
Here For Visit

Once Over Lightly
•

By ROSITA MILLER
.. Versatile and young is th
"It's not the weather, it's brilliant
Heyward Strickland
Rev. and Mrs. L. A. Story
of 269 E. Crump Blvd., have the dramatic change," said who recently trekked back Sm
A week-long celebration is W. M. Fields, Sr. At 3 p.m. Rev. as their houseguests their Mrs. Ceneta Lee of Los Ange- Wisconsin University where
being planned by members of J. L. Netters of Mt. Vernon niece whom they reared, Mrs. les, who is spending a few he is working on his Ph. D...
Eastern Baptist church, 1334 Baptist church and Rev. Roy Ophelia Martin and her two weeks with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Jamison. Ac- Pretty Barbara Jeans graduExchange Ave., to celebrate
Mt. Nebo Baptist daughters, Michele and Gayle. cording
to Mrs. Lee, who had ated from Lincoln University
the 52nd anniversary of its Love of
They came here from their the
graduation of her husband, with high honors and is relaxpastor, Rev. W. M. Fields, Sr. church, their choirs and conMr. Lee, from Fisk university ing for a while 'in Memphis,
The celebration is scheduled gregations will climax the Omaha, Neb. home.
MRS. ROSITA MILLER to get underway Monday, July celebration during a program. Rev. Storey is the
By CARLOTTA WATSON the lines. You may be able to
presiding . . . California weather is far with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Counselor
Mrs. Mozelle Starks is chairuse this older man to your ad16 when Rev. E. Bates, pastor
elder of the CME church's more tolerable . . . even much Sherman
B. T. Washington High School vantage in a fatherly way.
Robinson, before enof Mt. Gilliams Baptist church man of the affair.
more pleasant . . .
South Memphis district.
MUSING:
Now don't get caught in a web.
and Rev. 0. C. Collins, pastor
The Owen Tuggles were tering graduate school at Co"If you have kind words to Also lest you forget . . two
of Progressive Baptist church
raison d'etre at a small supper lumbia in the Fall .
say,
wrongs do not make right. You
and their congregations particgathering recently in their
SAY THEM NOW.
and your husband are both
ipate in a program.
Lakeview Gardens home . . .
Tomorrow may not come your young . . . and without my
On Wednesday night the
Still others spending a sociw rly.
pointing out any specific way
guest speaker will be Rev.
abe Sunday soir within the.
Do a kindness while you may.. . why not give your marW. E. Ragsdale, pastor of Empleasant partitions of the RoarLoved ones will not always riage a chance.
manuel Baptist church. Also
A tea has been planned by ing 20's club were Minerva
A new column will appear featured will be Rev.
stray;
FROM THE COLUMNIST:
A. E.
members of St. Peter Baptist Johnican, George Dowdy, Mary
SAY THEM NOW.
Good bye for summer. I am for the first time in this issue. Campbell of Columbus Baptist
- Furn. - Appliances •
Church, 1410 Pillow St. in Fowler, Mildred Miller in a
If you have a smile to show, going away for relaxation. Like The Author is Mrs. Rosita church, accompanied by his
honor of Rev. C. J. Gaston's pretty whtie linen suit snapMiller
- Equipment of
Ortie
4884
Dr.
in
a
SHOW IT NOW.
for
postman
goes
who
choir.
the
The Annual Tennessee Bap- fifth anniversary as pastor of pily monogrammed in blue .
Make hearts happy, roses grow. walk during his vacation, my Lakeview Gardens.
On
Thursday
night,
tist
TERMS
Youth
July
18,
& BARGAINS
Encampment
is
set
Joe
the
Dallion and Hayward
church. The tea is set for
Let the friends around you recipe for complete relaxation The column — "Once Over Rev. W. M. Fields, Jr., pastor or Owen College
July 15-20 Sunday, July 14 from 4 to 6 Strickland . . strictly collegiLightly" will be an interestknow,
is:
We buy, sell or Trade
of Vollentine Baptist church, for young people age 12 p.m. Also to be honored
at the ate . .. Kappa Eddie Meadows,
The love you have before they Take one large grassy field, ing, fast-moving quasi-social son of the honoree; and Rev. through 25 and adult leaders. affair
Anything What's Legal
is the pastor's wife.
received his masters from the
bit of reading.
go;
One half dozen children.
Isaiah Rowser, pastor of the
1.5 S. Cleveland - 278-0466
The camp attracts youth
Mrs. Bessie Boykin and University of Illinois and
Mrs. Miller, who is pre- Tree
SHOW IT NOWI"
Two or three small unpetigreed
Of Life Baptist church, from all parts of the state and Dewey Foster are
co-chairmen proudly accepted a position of-1
sently a senior at Memphis and
•• •
dogs,
their choirs will be guests. provides such activity as class- of the anniversary
celebra- fered to him by Dr. Carl
State university studying speDear Mrs Watson:
On FFriday night, July 19, work, swimming, games, arts, tion.
A pinch of brook and some
of Kentucky State ... Congrats'
cial education, has attended Rev. E. W.
Please give me some advice. pebbles;
Williamson of Oh- crafts, drama and journalism.
Tennessee State A & I uni- vet Baptist
A man 47 years old says he is Mix the children and the dogs
church and Rev. Rev. K. M. Smith is the
versity. Prior, she was grad- W. T. Grafton
of Rock Of Age director and Rev. C. H. Fitzin love with me. My husband well together.
WORLD FAMED
uated
from
John
A.
YOU NEED HELP NOW — NOT NEXT YEAR
Gupton
Baptist church and their choirs gerald is the assistant direcis 24, and all he does is tell And out them in the field
All Colors and Color
School
of
Mortuary
Science
in
will appear on program.
me about his other girl friends. constantly stirring.
tor.
They
head
a
very
Combinations
capaNashville. She has been emMIDWEST SPECIAL COMING soon
What can I do?
Pour the brook over the pebSunday morning, July 21, ble staff which has done exdips for Where end
4'1
ployed
Southern
at
Funeral
REV.
C. W. F. JEFFERSON
Oteeniterient
Worried
Rev. J. W. Williams of Lane cellent work.
bles;
home for the last two years. Avenue
Dear Worried:
Sprinkle the field with flowers,
Baptist church will Rev. A. McEwen Williams
DOWN tURNITUIE OM.
Before coming to Tennessee
Depressed Worried - Broken Hearted, Lonely,
tribute to Rev. and Mrs. s president of the Tennessee
You are not nearly as wor- Spread over all a deep blue sky
Peel.(VIM. toilts
Mrs. Miller was employed as a Pay
Unhappy, Unnatural Feelings, Need Love •
ried as you will be if if you ...And bake in the sun!
LOWIN, Prices Avollabl*
Baptist Leadership Education
Money Problems
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Land Of Justice
Never! Never! Never!
In Jackson, Mississippi, adamant
whites dedicated to the preservation
of the past and the petrification of
the human ideal are known to wear
buttons on which the word "Never"
appears.
And Governor Wallace wears the
biggest "never" button of all.
The wearetrs of never buttons
have an ally: it is the courts which
attempt to thwart Constitutional
precedents.
At least the courts have been too
often, in the past, the ally of the
never never minds in the never never
land of Dixie.
In spite of the display of Presidential force in compelling the admittance of two students to the University of Alabama, we find that
diehard Wallace moves back to the
courts, to fight to the finish, to use
the veneer of "legality" endlessly so
as to oppose ordinary educational
decency.
When will they ever learn that
no principle of states rights, of local
regulation, of property rights, can

stand athwart human bodies and the
needs of the human body?
When will they learn that juridical trickery is no counterpoint to
the onward flow of masses of human
beings with "people's rights" which
supersede any written strictures intended to impede just needs?
How long will people, white and
black, tolerate the tricky Court
Game, which prolongs our agony?
When will Washington or the United
States Supreme Court devise a legality which outlaws or stymies the
"due process" of our modern John
Calhouns?
When will a President say bluntly to one of these Governors, "Now
we have read you the fundamental
law. Do what you are told and don't
drag this back into one of your local
lopsided courts again!"
The law's delay, trickery and
procrastination has been one of our
great enemies. No wonder we have
learned to appreciate the power of
protest, boycott, demonstration, picket line, and hard-won high level negotiation.

empowers Kentucky's licensing authorities to revoke and suspend the
licenses of those places of general
public access that practice racial discrimination.
One of the anomalies of the racial
situation in the United States is that
there already exist on the books laws
and ordinances in a number of states
and local communities that could be
used with telling effect for improving
race relations, and for removing the
just complaints of Negro citizens.
But such laws and ordinances are
far too often ignored. The result is
the Federal government has been
forced to bear the full brunt of the
civil rights battle.
The Kentucky Governor has set
an admirable example that other
Governors, particularly in the North
and West, could follow with great
benefit to their states. This would
be one of the effective means of leveling down some of the barriers to
full citizenship rights.

NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
Body Guards For Civil Rights Leaders
After Medgar W. Evers was fatally
shot in the driveway of his home in
Jackson, Miss., on June. 12. someone
suggested that the Federal Government should send bodyguards to protect Civil Rights leaders in the South.
Before Mr. Evers was slain, a bomb
had been tossed at his home, and it
was quite evident that elements in
the area were trying to kill him or
some member of his family. Jackson
police were not assigned to the area
to protect them or prevent someone
from being slain.
Bombs have been tossed at the
home of Dr. Aaron G. Henry in
Clarksdale, Miss., and following the
assassination of Mr. Evers, the NAACP field secretary for the state, it
is only reasonable to assume that
Henry. president of NAACP branches
in the state, sleeps not too easily.
Who knows when someone, lurking in the cover of darkness, will
peep through a telescopic sight,
squeeze the trigger of a high-powered
rifle an.d snuff out the life of another
heroic fighter for equality for all in
this "land of the free and the home
of the brave?"
When L. C. Bates and his wife
Daisy were living through the Little
Rock crisis over desegregation of that
city's schools, they knew that some
fanatic might try to kill them. So
what did they do?
They, or someone who understood
the situation, employed guards to
watch their home at night. The word
,et around.
seem to‘
One night, while we were assigned
to that city to cover the situation,
we were seated at a table with Bates
and he mentioned the guard outside.
Surprised, we asked, "Oh, do you
have someone standing guard outside?"
Although he had a pistol within
reach. Bates answered, "Of course we
do. DI, you think that I would sit

GOD'S RAMRODS
James Weldon Johnson, the great Negro poet, once penned a small collection
of sermons typical of those delivered by
early Negro preachers. He referred to the
preachers as "God's Trombones." His
presentation of the sermons and his interpretive description of the old time Negro preachers themselves constitute a
modern classic.
Johnson left a lasting monument to
the Negro preachers of another era ... in
days not too far gone by, when the Negro
minister was the "voice of his people,"
and traditionally acknowledged leader in
social, religious, political, and most of the
cultural areas of Negro life in America.
Perhaps, in this day, or later, there will
arise another writer of sufficient insight
and power of expression to catch and immortalize the spirit and personalities of
many of the present-day Negro preachers
who are still rendering such yeoman service during the current revolutionary period
in Negro life.
For it is not to be mistaken that despite
the work of brilliant Negro lawyers, businessmen, educators, labor leaders, Negro
preachers are still very much in the forefront of those leading the Negro's efforts
to attain full citizenship status. The most
outstanding American Negro civil rights
fighter is indisputably Rev. Martin Luther
King ... a preacher.
Reverend King is typical of scores of
other Negro ministers who are in the fight
on an all-out basis. In cities all over the
country where Negroes are concentrated 11,
preachers are conspicuous among their top
ranking leaders. These men are among
the "ramrods" in the Negro's drive for
equality.
LEADERS IN NORTH
So, it was not surprising to several
Memphians, visiting Detroit, Michigan recently to note the work of two former
Memphis preachers who accepted charges
in that northern metropolis. They were
active and effective young ministerial
leaders in Memphis. And now they have
achieved the same rank in Detroit. They
worked together to lead the historic Detroit mass demonstration of Negroes last
month . . . in which more than 125,000
persons participated. White and Negro
marched together. The top civic, educational, labor union, and political figures
of Detroit marched with the demonstrators, organized and motivated by the
group in which these.two former Memphis
ministers were among the top leaders.
In fact, the man on the street in Detroit, gives one of the men, Rev. C. L. mr
Franklin, now pastor of one of the city's
leading churches, Bethel Baptist church,
the credit for spearheading the Detroit
March. He was ably assisted and supported
by the other Memphian, Rev. William C.
Ardrey pastor of Detroit's St. Paul CMEZ
Church. Detroiters trust the men. At a
meeting following the major demonstration, Rev. Franklin presided and was
3mong those authorizing Reverend Ardrey
to take a check for $27,000 to Birmingham
to help strengthen the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference headed by Doctor
King.
ENERGETIC MEN
It is significant that Reverends Ardrey
and Franklin have attained such remarkible status among the people of Detroit
in such a comparatively short time since
they left Memphis. Both are young, energetic n-ten. Both had achieved outstanding
3uccess in their profession of the ministry.
Both already enjoy wide reputations on a
national level, both have reached that
position in life of having "arrived." Many
3nother men in the same situation would
Indoubtedly rest on his oars . . taking
.vhat many would accept as a "deserved
rest."
But not these two men. Apparently they
ire the type that just can't take a "rest"
when there is so much to be done for
.heir race and this nation. They are big
mough to see the task before them ... men
mough to accept the challenge of the task
... and gifted enough to be effective in
getting the ball rolling.
The people of Memphis are pardonably
proud of these two young "ramrods" for
vogress and growth. They are proud to
;ay they know them ... and that they once
issociated with them as fellow citizens of
Vfemphis, the, home of Beale Street, where
.he blues began. They are proud that these
men carried something more than the
"blues" away from Memphis. They car:ied an energy which had been to some
extend conditioned by their experiences
,vith the Memphis conditions that bred the.
bites.
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Unused Weapon
Governor Bert Combs of Kentucky has used his executive authority to strike a telling blow at racial
discrimination in public places. Similar authority residing in other states
could effectively be used by other
Governors and local authorities if
they wish to demonstrate and prove
satisfactorily that they are sincerely
and genuinely concerned over the
civil rights crisis.
The Kentucky Governor has issued an Executive Order requiring
all state departments and agencies
to "take all lawful action necessary
and appropriate to prevent discrimination because of race, color, creed,
or national origin."
How does the Governor intend
to implement his order? Obviously
he intends to use the licensing power
of the state.
All places catering to the general
public in Kentucky, must obtain
some form of license in order to operate. And Gov. Combs has indicated
that his Executive Order ipso facto

NAT D. WILLIA S

near this window if there were not
someone outside on guard?"
Later that night we stepped outside and did not see a soul. That is,
we did not see anyone until we
noticed a man seated in the truck of
a driveway across the street. On
closer inspection we saw a man
equipped to stand off a small army.
It would have been suicide for a
fanatic to have come close enough to
draw a bead on the Bates.
The next year, when the schools
were closed we were at the Bates'
home when a fanatic came into the
area and fired a shot in that direction.
But the person, who was never
caught, was fearful of what might
happen to him if he came too near.
and he fired a wild shot that crashed
into the home of a white family.
Fortunately, no one was killed or injured, but some children were in the
room watching television at the time.
Carl Rowan, the present U.S. Ambassador to Finland, was in Little
Rock at the time covering the situation for his Minneapolis paper, and
was among the first to enter the
house.
A gruff policeman, who wanted to
blame the Bates' for shooting—indirectly—inquired as to why Rowan
was inside the house, and the veteran
reporter said: "I am in here by permission of the owner," and added, "I
haven't fired a shot."
The point we are trying to make
is that had not L. C. and Daisy Bates
taken the necessary precautions in
those days. they might not be alive
and still fighting for equal rights
today.
If Negro Civil Rights leaders cannot receive protection from city, state
or Federal governments, then they
must rely upon their neighbors for
that protection.—(As related by McCann Reid)
•

Racial Unity Essential
During Negro Revolution
I WAS SOMEWHAT disappointed
the other day when I read some statements the newspapers attributed to my
friend, Roy Wilkins, executive secretary
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
I am a member of the national board
of the NAACP and I will tell anyone that
Mr. Wilkins has done a magnificent job.
Yet, it shocked me the other day when
he was quoted as casting disparaging remarks against other civil rights agencies.
Mr. Wilkins is alleged to have said
that the NAACP does all the work and
the other groups get all the publicity. He
was quoted as appealing to people not to
send their contributions to other groups,
but to the NAACP.
Of course, the NAACP has done a
grand job. And, of course, this organization needs and must have large sums of
money in order to carry on. But I say to
Mr. Wilkins that it is dangerously foolish
for our own to divide our ranks at a time
when we need our greatest untiy.
We cannot defend ourselves against
those who would defeat our thrust toward
human dignity if we are to fight within
our own house and advertise the clash of
our egos to the neighborhood. I do not say
this as a would-be leader. I do not think
I have the ability and know I do not have
the inclination for leadership. I say this
as one man, one individual. I say this as
Robinson.
If our leaders allow themselves to
become involved in a power struggle—if
they permit themselves to begin squabbling and pointing fingers at each other,
we shall be lost.

Unrest Already Exists
IRONICALLY, the rumblings of unrest among our leaders began to be heard
in the wake of that dark moment when
Medgar Evers was struck down by an assassin's bullet. Disunity is no proper memorial to give to a courageous man who
died in order that we might win freedom.
The death of Medgar Evers should
have served as a clear and ringing call to
all men who love freedom to close ranks
in the quest for that freedom. I say we
must close ranks not only with others of
our own race who seek the realization of
the American dream. We must close ranks
with those of other races who are committed to this cause.
Each of our organizations on the civil
rights scene has its own value. Although
I am involved deeply with the NAACP,
I am doing a great deal of work to help
and encourage Dr. Martin Luther King
and those courageous men who go to jail
and suffer beatings, whose lives are threatened and who still stand tall in the front
ranks of the Southern fight.

It is our obligation to support them
and just as disappointed as I was in Roy
Wilkins' statements the other day, I was
just that proud of him when he went down
to Mississippi and deliberately presented
his own person for arrest.
I remember the time when Mr. Wilkins was quoted as saying it wasn't NAACP
policy to go to jail. Well, here he showed
himself big enough to adjust to circumstances—and leaders must be flexible in
the midst of shift and change, if they are
to lead.

Raps Whitney Young
I WAS ALSO disappointed to hear
the report that Whitney Young of the Urban League said in a meeting with Senator Javits that he sees no reason why he
should go to jail. With all due respect to
Mr. Young, I see no reason why he should
go to jail either if that is the way he really
feels.
The decision on whether a man goes
to jail in the cause of freedom ought to be
an individual decision. Yet. I see no reason either why Mr. Young should express
himself publicly or semi-publicly on the
matter at a time when the course of history and the shape of current events are
being altered by young and old all over
this nation who are making this kind of
sacrifice.
Such a statement, coming from such
an important leader, could give the wrong
impression. For the truth is—and it has
been proven—that vast numbers of Americans admire and deeply respect those who
are going to jail.
They agree with Martin King that It
is possible for the disciple of non-violence
to "transform the dungeons of shame into
havens of freedom and human dignity."

Revolution Is Real
THAT'S WHY I believe Mr. Young
made an error in making his statement.
The Negro revolution is real. The
reason I am so concerned about keeping
our leadership and our people together is
that I want freedom so badly that I don't
care who I get it from.
I can't get it from Communism, for
Communism will not allow me to think
for myself, or vote my own mind or speak
my own piece. I can't get it from the Muslims for I cannot be free in a world of
many races, if I try to live in some little
cubicle I created for myself.
I can get it from the NAACP, the
SCLC and CORE. I can get it from the
Urban League and the Students NonViolent Coordinating Committee and from
white and black people, all united in a
crusade for freedom. But they must unite
or I will never be free.
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ALFRED DUCKETT

Paying The Cost Of Freedom
NOT TOO LONG ago, colored folks
had a hard time getting their names in
the newspapers—unless they did one of
the following:
A. Stabbed someone.
B. Committed a robbing.
C. Got picked up for rape.
D. Won a fight title, pitched a nohitter or established a speed record.
Things are different now! It's hard to
find any news in the daily press about
what white folks are doing except:
A. Being picketed.
B. Being demonstrated against.
C. Making statements saying colored folks should be free—but not just yet
awhile.
D. Making statements saying Negroes should be allowed to go anywhere

they please. but not to Washington this
particular summer.

Going To Their Aid
I AM GOING to organize a National
Association for t h e Advertisement of
White People so they can get written up
some more.
It's terrible the way things are.
President Kennedy had to fly to
Europe to get Dr. Martin Luther King off
the front page.
The Negro revolution is no laughing
matter. It is for real. It proves that the
billy clubs of Birmingham, Bull Connors
pups and the execution of Medgar Evers
made folk feel colored who never felt
colored before.

Colored Majority
It is even reflected in the temper of
people about giving financial aid to the
Fight For Freedom. At the recent Back
Our Brothers $100-per-plate banquet for
Dr. King and his three top aides, there
was a majority of colored people in attendance.
Many had thought there would be
more whites on hand because of the fancy
price.
At an afternoon of jazz on Jackie
Robinson's lawn in Stamford, a lovely affair which Mrs. Robinson and Singer
Marion Bruce Logan organized in a few
short weeks, $30,000 was raised.
It just goes to show that we are finally beginning to realize that it "costs something to be free."
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Dear Madam Chante.
'Dear Madam Chante:
I am writing you in hopes,
I would like to correspond
that I can find the woman that
with someone between the
I so desire.
ages of 46 and 50.
I am a World War 11 veteran,
I am a colored West Indian,
single, dark brown-skinned, 6
45 years of age and five feet,
feet, 1 inch tall and in my
one inch tall. I am a teacher
‘'Ne.
early forties. I am steadily
and do a lot of social work. I
mallit
employed 06 a clothes presser.
am interested in children and
I like church and my hobbies
have two of my own.
are ball games, watching telI am interested in music
evision, walking and dancing.
A7PSC
RLii(
'
=r
F
Ir-rHe
f3
I am also very fond of music, and play the piano a little. I
I-ct-' (CHemiSTR.,
have a deep love for my home.
i ARIZANGeD R1,SHT.
including jazz.
,
Miss Dorrell E. Cobern
I would like to meet an inle Lyndhurst Rd.
telligent woman who is clean,
Kingston 5, Jamaica
neat and affectionate between
•• •
5 feet 4 and 5 feet, 5 inches
).•
tall. She must not weigh over Dear Madam Chante:
IL
I am 58 years of age, 5 feet
160 pounds. She must not be
a lush-head and mast be in- 54 inches tall and weigh 192
terested in the better things pounds. I am very lonely.
have no bad ways and like
of life.
I am sincere. Please send all sports, fishing and shows. ,
/ am religious and would like !
photo.
the man to be also.
L. Willie Mitchell
I desire a nice dependable,
223 Eden St.
reliable man, clean in body
Jackson, Tenn.
"Something pinched me!"
• ••
and mind, looking for a clean,
loving woman. He must be be; Dear Madam Chante:
•
I would like to meet a single, tween the ages of 58 and 65. tween
the ages of 35 and 55
8th Cav.
intelligent man between the I would prefer a man with a I
am a former resident of New
Apo. 24
can get out sometime
l l ages of 35 and 48, and over 5 car so
York.
San Francisco, Calif.
,feet 9 inches tall, net weighing and enjoy the sights. He can
Miss Lisa Miller
• ••
live in the city or out and
lover 185 pounds.
605 S. Fourth St.
Dear Madam Chante:
'1 I am dark brown -skinned, must have no physical defects.
Memphis, Tenn.
I am a newcomer to Chicago
Elizabeth Litman
'medium weight and height and
•••
and would like to get acquaint6840 S. Halsted St.
in my early thirties. I am a
Dear Madam Chante:
ed with some honest, sincere
• ••
lidental assistant. 1 like to go
I ant a GI stationed in Kolady.
to church and my hobbies are Dear
rea, and would like to hear
Madam Chante:
I am employed, 39 years of
ball game:, cooking. reading
I am a 19-year-old colored from and exchange photos
age, 6 feet 1 inch tall and
' and watching television. I like girl
writing you to let you with young ladies between the
weigh 220 pounds. I am a
music, spirituals and popular. know
how much I enjoy your ages of 25 and 32.
member of the Baptist church
Please send photo. I will column.
I would like to corI will answer all letters.
and will consider marriage, I
answer all letters,
respond with some white pen- Please send photo in letter,
will answer all letters.
Geneva Brooks
pals.
Sgt. Levandrew Gray
James Hunter
156 Pine Street
I would like to heat from
RA
14460077
4609 South Park
WITH SUES nal7zzas4.1 MET
Jackson, Tenn.
single white gentlemen beCom, Sup. Co. 1st B.G.
ileAa osco LeTs 60.
Chicago, Ill

at Ne-
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GLAMOR GIRLS ,

Woman Wanted, But No
Lush-Head Need Apply
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SANTOS.' I AM A SITTING OLiCK'
OR A H4N6ING GOOSE.'
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THIS WATER.
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t. They
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WHEW!! —
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WHAT
HAPPENED 2

I TOLD HIM NOT TO
COME TO THE DOORIT WAS A 1-1CITNiGHT--
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RID OF HIM FAST.'
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SUITS
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Detroit
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1 CMEZ
. At a
onstrad was
Ardrey

WINGEY DON'T
SHOW UP FOR
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OFFICE TODAY.'
iS HE SIC<

ingham
hristian
Doctor

•

NOu MEAN HE
JUST ci0OFED OFF!
THArS MY
T-1-44N1.<5 FOR
HIQING HIM.'

-

HE SAID SOMETHING ABOUT
LOOKING FOR
ANOTHER JOB!

POPEYE
YEs! isN T IT TERRIBLE?)

/'

I WANTED To cREATG THE
(', PERFECT MACHINE TO HELP MAN,so
I CAME To THIS. ISLAND To WORK!

,

Ardrey

1;

remark-

dLOW ME DOWN!?
NOTHING! I TURNED iT ON AND IT 1111
WHAT WENT
WORKED PERFEoTLY„..THE ONLY TROUBLE
WRONG?
VS THAT IT TURNED oUT TO BE SMARTER

TRA,N I. AM AND NoW

since

e
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LET ME TURVol
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BEForze Youi250,CAPTAIN,
ae ASSUMING
COL. GARLOW'S DUTIES..
AS OF NOW,1 WANT TO
KNOW wt-iefeE YOu APE
AT ALL TImEfl

ould be
fancy

the

n Jackie
ovely afd Singer
in a few
are final.•
sts some-

1

1

THAT'S
Ms.
DISGLISTiNG,isN'T IT?,..,.
I BUILT THF_ NASTY 'THONG
AND
NOW IT BOSSES ME ARotiND!

/

GOIRSH!?!
140W 'BIG IS
THE THING

r

r

—C_

t
62,
frie

-s,_.4'

THE PART I BUILT WAS THE
SIZE OF A BREAD
IT
KE,EPs ADDING TO ITSELF AND
NOW IT FILLS THE INSIDE OF
THIS ISLAND!

acricBuT

IT KEEPs
GETTING NEW
IDEAS AND

I'M
SMARTER
THAN

13Uitt)iN6
THEM!

•..•

t
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MAINTAIN RADIO CONTACT
WITH HEADQUARTERS. I.
WANT'ID KEEP UP ON
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WHAT'S WITH
HiM F HE HATES
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WHO KNOWS..
MAYSE HE
'THINKS HE
WILL. GET A
PRomoTION! AGAR
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YES,510! I'm
GOING
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TO MY SPAce-

5441P1
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SOLI. ALIVE.., WOW
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Travelling' A La Carte!
To more than one million joy the finest offerings of the
Americans, it's travel time. area. Europeans like to enterMore Americans than ever be- tain, and often prepare far
fore plan to board jets or lux- more elaborate meals than they
ury liners bound for foreign ordinarily eat themelves.
ports this summer. More than (4) Be sure to take a small
half will go to European coun- pocket-size dictionary for each
tries — but the majority will country you plan to visit. Keep
still be at sea when a. local your French dictionary handy
menu is placed before them. however, for menu checking.
Most menus are in French. When you order, never be too
Someone in the restaurant can surp ri s e d at what you're
always advise you as to what served. You'll make mistakes
you're being offered to eat, if — and your waiter will misnecessary. But a few basic understand you occasionally
French terms will carry you Taste everything, with an open
mind and ready palate. You'll
a long way, a la cartel
ienjoy your journey much more.
Points to remember:
(1) The words a la can be
helpful to know the description
of many main dishes on a
menu. Most often, a la means
'in the manner of" or "in the
style of." Thus, a l'anglaip.
usually moans made the way
they do in England. and a is
parisienne would be the way
they prenare it in Paris. It's
HICKAM AFB, Hawaii —
a generalization, but it helps.
(2) When a dish is described WAF Airman Second Class
as a la normande, you can be Carole Fields of Memphis,
quite sure that it will contain Tenn. has arrived here for asone or more of the regional signment with a unit of the
products — such as milk. armies Pacific Air Forces.
or seafood — famous in Nor- Airman Fields, a printing
mandy. Another common term specialist, formerly was staGARNET GILLESPIE
MISS DOROTHY SLATE
is a la provencal• — and you tioned at Selfridge AFB, Mich.
MISS EUNICE
can count on olive oil, tomatnec The airman, daughter of Mr.
Miss Dorothy Slate, co-owner
CARRUTHERS
and garlic, as they cook in the add Mrs. Lewis N. Edge. Jr., of
of Carsla's Boutique, is shown
Provence.
378 Laclede ave., Memphis, is
Miss Funiee ('arruthers, wear- here wearing a hat of the
(3) Do get invited into a pri- a graduate of Booker T. WashEaster
that
influence
was
deing one of the many chic and
late home, if possible. No ington High School.
signed especially for her. The
menu problem, and you'll en- Tri State Defender — Herb..
popular
exotic designs of the
suit is a long, black silk tunic
Transportation Is provided 24
Don Destiny. This high fashion suit designed by 1)on Destiny of
The Citizens Non-Partisan
cocktail dress of royal blue Carsla's Boutique, 582 Vance.
Rev. and Mrs. Ernest Gilles- ficiating.
Women Bowlers Registration Committee,
MIFS H. L. GUINN
Peau de sole with a multi-purpie of 1083 Delmar announce
The bride-elect is a graduate
which is in the midst of a
the engagement and forthcom- of LeMoyne college.
pose stole is elegantly highvoter
End Bias Riff
registration drive, anMr. Gray is a graduate of
lighted with a dazzling array of Asks For Political Asylum ing marriage of their daughter,
DAVENPORT, lowa—(UPD nounces that transportation is
sequins. Destiny favors the be- COPENHAGEN — (UPI) — Miss Garnett Gillespie. to An- Knoxville college and a mem- — A dispute over alleged being provided for persons
witching effect, created by his A porter of the Polish embas- thony Gray of Arlington, ber of Kappa Alpha Psi frat- discrimination against Negro who wish to go to the CourtCopenhagen has applied Tenn.
v
;ternity.
Imagination in the use of s- in
women bowlers was settled by house to register. Interested
for political asylum in this
Vows will be exchanged on ; The bride-elect and the prosthe women and operators of nersons should call 525-6057
jewels to highlight fashion Danish capital with his two Sundry, July 21,
in the Golden pective bridegroom are teachfrom 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mongowns f or milady. I All photos sons, police reported. His Leaf Baptist church with Rev. ers at the E. A. Harrold school eight bowling alleys here.
day through Friday. Call
The
40-member
Wetompa
by B. T. McChriston)
name was not disclosed.
L. A. Hamblin, the pastor, of- at Millington, Tenn.
WH 6-9707 after 5 p.m., SaturLeague,
composed
of
eight
-- —
day and holidays.
teams of Negro women, had
Director of the drive. RosMr. and Mrs. Charles Nevills major, he plans to enter the
Adoula To Visit Britain charged it- was unable to ar- coe a McWilliams
said that
range bowling times at local
10,000 additional voters are of 1390 Silver at., announce'Civil Serv;ce after graduating.
(UPI) — Con- alleys. The matter was re- exnected to
LONDON
be added to the the recent marriage of their
es'Prime Minister Cyrille ferred to the Davenport Hu- rolls.
daughter, Miss Angela Faye
man Relations Commission.
WE WILL PAY the top price for your
Next meeting for volunteer Reed, to Herschel L. Guinn, clean
doula will arrive in Britain
used car!
It to Memphis.
workers is set for Wednesday, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Her- Oldest Chevrolet Sell
Dealer!
'uly 23 for a two-day official
21
Killed
Airliner
schel
Aboard
Sr.,
L.
of
Guinn,
NashJuly
10
at
8
p.m.
at
Mt. Olive
sit as guest of the British
RANGOON — (UPI) — Com- CME church, 538 Linden Ave. ville.
!upon "Miss Spit it o: EnlatICI - _:overnment, the foreign office munist China announced that
DON DESTINY
McWilliams said "according Performing the ceremony
f
An exciting prevue of the pat.I0FL" Miss Dorothy Jean announced.
all 21 passengers and crew- to reports from ward and pre- was Rev. A. McEwen Williams,
1:,smart designs of Don Destiny. ,Bryant.'
crlIEVROLET CO.
members died when their cincts more areas are in need pastor of St. John Baptist 2,3p
324.3832
outstam!ing Detroit designer, . W. C. WeatIK'rs is the pre
Burmese Dakota airliner crash- of better organization and church. The couple were mar- 2200 Lamar
324.3071
rt i was held Friday night, July ident of The LincoM Leagm.
ed into an 11,500-foot ridge in more door-to-door canvass- ried on June 6.
at Carlsa's Boutique on
China's Yunnan Province June ing."
Mrs. Guinn is a 1963 gradu11P-ti ;Vance Avenue. The'event was Mrs. Loa Lee. executive se
Volunteer workers are also
10.
ate of Tennessee State univerirt a prelude to the Freedom Tea retary, and George W. Le, .
needed.
WE WILL LOAN you money to buy
your used car from it,: llMemphir
Fashionette which will be chief executive. The program
Rev. W. C. Holmes, Rey. sity where she received a Oldest
.Chevrolet Dealer."
bachelor
of
science
in
degree
given by The Lincoln League is under the direction of Mn.;. SAVANNAH. Ga. — (UPD- Biracial Liberty Bell
Alexander Gladney are CoA Negro boycott of white mer;on Sunday, July 14, at Atlanta E. L. Tipton.
Chairmen to the drive. Ho- English.
The affair will be sponsored chants was scheduled to go TALLAHASSEE, Fla.—(UPI) ward Jackson, Frank Kilpa- The newlyweds are making
" Life Auditorium, 526 Beale
Avenue, from 4 until 7 p.m. for the purpose of promoting ! into effect.
— White and Negro students trick, Atty. R. B. Sugarmon, their home in Washington.
Detroit's designer, Don Des- city-wide voter registration.
rang a replica of the Liberty Atty. B. L. Hooks, Rev. Fred D. C., where he is a sRior at
CHEVROLET CO.
The
Negroes
vowed
at
a
tiny, will be at the affair. His The public' is invited to the
2200 Lamar
Bell here in a quiet demon- Lofton, vice chairmen and B. Howard university.
324-3571
fashions are worn by Pearl 1Freedom Tea. The event is meeting to institute the boy- stration for racial unity.
G. Olive. treasurer.
A business administration
non-partisan.
The
Atlanta
Life
Bailey, Etta James, Dinah
cott and then marched 1,000
Washington, Della Reese and Auditorium is air-conditioned, !strong On the city jail for the !`
other outstanding entertainers. and will provide summertime
!second consecutive night of
The show will also feature [comfort to the scores of peosegregation demonstrahats from Carlsa's Boutique: ple who are expected to at- anti
and Mrs. Joan Golden, WLOK, tend. The admission is free. f tions
"Golden Girl" will handle the
narration.
Another highlight of the tea
and fashion show will be the I
'under price *I
citations and honors bestowed
horns delivered
milk

Memphis Girl
Assigned To
Base In Hawaii
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Teachers Will Be Wed
At Golden Leaf Church

T511 Graduate
Howard U. Senior

Tea,Fashions,Freedom And Detroit
Designer To Be Featured Sunday At4

•

In
nual
CP
Wet'-

M.:
OMiss
Miss
Gri
You
and
Mr.
Lana T

Ou
To
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UNION

chu
will
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Fea
by
Tyl-

Boycott Of Whites,
Set In Savannah

UNION •

DIAL Your

SAVE 8(

Pastor's Son To
Speak At Collins
Chapel On Sunday

Rev. Ronald C,Inrungham. asistant pastor of the Phillip
Temple CME church in Los
Angeles, will be the guest
speaker during the 11 a.m.
service at Collins Chapel CME
'church
here next Sunday.
FREEDOM TEA
The young minister is the
FASHIONS
son of Rev. and Mrs. David S.
Freedom Tea Fashions — Miss Cunningham. His father Is
M;rion Mitchell is wearing pastor of the church.
Accompanying young Rev.
gala and black brocade cockCunningham to the city will
tail pants with a gold lame
he his wife, the former Miss
over-biouse and gold shoes.
Helen Griffin, a teacher in
the Los Angeles City school
sy,,tem. Both are gradmites
of LeMoyne college.
Rev.
Cunningham.
who
Cast St. Louis, Ill.
A works at the post office in
newly
established
weekly Los Angeles, expects to be
newspaper is scheduled to ordained in the autumn and
start publication Monday. Ju- will enter a seminary there.
ly 16, announces its editorpublisher. Clyde C. Jordan
Name of the paper is East
Side Monitor
.Don't

New Paper Starts

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

MIDWEST MILK
r

AT YOUR FOOD STORE

Long Distance Calls

for Fastest Service at the Lowest Rates

CART HOME SAVINGS!
Complete dialing information
and a list of Area Codes may
be found in the front of your
telephone directory.

Treat the Family too Delicious Salad

pOup1

Thousands of sufferers from laming corn,
calluses, and common warts now rem r
astonishing results with an amazing n, v
formulation that rubs them off painless,
and safely without danger of infection from
cutting, acids or abrasives. Secret ta a
wonder.working medicated creme called
DIRMA•SOFT that softens and dialed..
si, that shes rub right of!, ienin skin ,1lkt
smooth and soft. So di. it suttee anoil,r
minute. Get DER M A-SOFT at all airogg.s.,‘•
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for SPEAS I

At Grocers Everywhere

OUR
75th YEAR

FIRST...TAKE REAL BREAD!
Dialing your own Long Distance calls is the fastest way to keep in touch.
Easy, too. And when you dial you always get the low station-to-station
rate. Long Distance is such a wonderful way to visit. Why don't you try
it—soon! It's the next best thing to being there.

‘')

00"N46.
3glasses
in the big
1601.bottle

Si

Southern Bell

•
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LAKEVIEWING WITH GERRI

Baptist Women
To Attend Youth
Meet In Beirut

EASY LIVING SUMEMERTIMEldaughters, Zita and Sherrie,.
Being sedulously sensitivejjetted to and from Detroit last
to the slightest paipitiition'week . .. Nedra, her aunt, Mrs.
scribeGladys Hardeman from Detroit
along the fun line, your
and the Smith siblings just
naFunehes,
Dr.
Primrose
dutifully
and
detects
diligently
Am. returned from a visit with niltional Western Director of the
records for you, all the meanatives in. Ruston, Louisiana.
Young People's Department of
derings of Lakeviewites. BeThis quintet took to the hl. bthe Woman's Auxiliary of the
lieve me, there's plenty!
in "Black Beauty." pet
National Baptist Convention
Recently, members and Way
name for the family's Valiant
USA, Inc has been elected a
flock"The
Coteries"
of
guests
gained by each of them and delegate to the sixth Baptist
TIME FOR BELLS
ed to the lovely residence 01 .. Mrs Ortie (Jeanette) Carr
The celebration of the Jackson will strive to do great- Youth World Conference in
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Langford chose Mayo Brothers as the
Fourth of July attempted to er things upon their return. Beirut, Lebanon.
886a .fe.w.
o asn
dnd
pe
o ottraivnelwvhiiach70t7
popular member, Mrs. stP
where
membership
The
annual
bring back its full meaning
oamyst.heShm
e,ontr
,c
0e
u
00
choos
promotional secretary
enter- releaaxridngfrd
The
iy
o
r
m
y
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J
o
a
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s
)
m
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e
L
h
t
(
in Jackson by the ringing of Drive of the NAACP was openthe Baptist organization.
of
tamed
in
the
night
Tuesday
bells commemorating the oc- ed last
Miss Funches will be part of
Especially enjoying the de- A
casion. There were still the Lane college auditorium by
ters, describing their eatenintegrated group which
licious vittles and warm hosannual picnics and get-to-geth- Mrs. Marie Penn, membership an
the
with
trip
the
nitality extended were Mrs. sive tour of California and the
era with barbecue being the chairman. If you are not al- will share
West ss THE MOST! . . Mrs.
young people. It is the
Ruby Spight, Mrs. Ruth Weed,
main dish on the menu. The ready a member, you are urg- Baptist
C. D. Coleman is up and about
third time she has been chosen
Mrs. Estelle Eggleston,
Sportsman Club picnic on the ed to join now.
Mrs. the
again. She is practically "in
as a delegate to Europe.
Edith Herron, Miss Ada AteClub lake site in Madison
The first session of summer
pink" on
once more after unStops on the route include
man, Mrs. Ovens Langford,
County is always a grand if- school closed last week on the
Rome
Aergoing
faysurger y. recently.
em- she's
Mrs. Thelma Cochrane, mm
fair where fishing, and boit campus of Lane college. With London, Paris, Zurich,
Cairo, Tel Aviv and
hers; guests present were Mrs. However. we'll be glad when
ing can be enjoyed.
the closing was the Laboratory Athens,
recuperated.
Amsterdam.
. a rdase •
AhlieelemaBraincehhollsrdandA fMerrsw
T
Religious leaders and lay- School which was under the
Mrs.
Mettle
Hill
and
Threlkel. Mrs. Grace
Members of the Layette Social club preAlso making the trip will
A sin of omission by this
men of the CME Church used direction of Mrs. Alfred* Porare
Mrs.
Harris. Standing, same order,
Mrs. Mary 0. Ross, presisented their a n ii ua I tea recently at the
this gay group played bridge, r'l-xx in extending long-overtheir Fourth in the meeting ter, supervising teacher. The be
Geraldine Rix. Mrs. Mamie Ward. Mrs. Virdent of the Woman's Auxiliary
home of Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Jones, and
swanned small talk while Lee due condolences via this colof the District Conference closing program on Tuesday,
Conthe National Baptist
ginia Jones, Mrs. Eva Gray and Mrs. Mus- (as she is affectionately called) umn to the A. D. Millers who
here they take time out for group photowhich was held for four days July 2 featured the students o
Mrs. Zee Anderson
e loss of thelr
ette Stout. iMeChriston Photo)
m their choice bey- suffered the
served them
graph. Seated front left are Mn. Sadie
at Salem CME church in Madi- in "An International Fiesta" vention;
national director of
-- erages and desserts from the 'ether sometime ago in St.
son County. Rev. William after which open house was Barron,
DepartLouis ... Our sympathy is also
bountiful buffet table.
held displaying work of the he Young People's
Johnson was the host pastor.
ment and Miss Jean Lee 0
extended to Mr. and Mrs. CalPIECES
'N
BITS
In Jackson in time for the students.
Dethe
of
, secretary
vin Brown and family of 192
The Laboratory School is Luckey
In the pursuit of knowledge
Fourth and a week's visit as
nartment of Christian FriendHemo•as who lost their uncle
this summer are Joe Atkis. viguest of Dr. and Mrs. W. R. designed each summer in the liness of the American Baphrant yonne prinrinal of Corry rPf'ently.
Bell is Mrs. Homer Alexander, Division of Education to give tist Home Mission Societies.
uisiel
Junior high, who's tugging annderfuilrinriloSeoingust.s hIafveyoauhow
better known as "Chick," of student teachers a chance for
C.—(UPI)
S.
,
CHARLESTON
7y basrnedi,n
e
,
scribe
eitntih
dth
ofisleaders
hu
a way on the doctoral program b
Chicago. She is accompanied on the job training as well
E.
of UT on Memphis State's
by her adoarble little grand- as a wonderful educational ex- Rap Negro 'Harassment' — Circuit Judge Clarence
adililesbe
a
a temporary
eamnus; A. D. Miller, former lend these fin: ytobuenya lw
daughter. Linda, who spent a Perlence for interested youth
CINCINNATI, Ohio — (UPI) Singeltary issued
call
preventing
order
head grid coach of Douglass
greater port of her time with in grades 1 through 8. Mrs. —Police chief Stanley Schrotel restraining
s
397-9R78
demonstration
at
racial
Wets and now nrincipal of
her little friend, Elsie Cooke. E. M. Perry is Director of Stu- said that crowds of Negroes further
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dent Teaching.
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r
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authorized by the city counciL
nual convention of the NAAmonth from Memphis State:
Miss Martha Shaw, daugh- sions in three days.
CP from the Jackson chapter ter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Mrs. H Ralnh Jackson. Mom- ate of Howard
students sewere Mr. Albert Porter, Mrs. Shaw, Jr., of Jackson has just
phis State; Mrs. Moses (Valois) one
M. B. Monroe, Dr. Allan Ward, returned from "Girls' State"
Perry, Tennessee A80: Law- lected to participate in a specMiss Genevive Brooks and held on the campus of Tennesrence A. ,Miliestley, Memphis ial maling program at the uniMiss Eleanor Grimes. Miss see A. & I. State University.
state — studying on a program versitv,
Grimes is president of the Miss Shaw, a senior at Merry
devised for auditorium teach- NruvcemtrIts
Youth chapter of the NAACP High School, represented the
ine. a new nhase added to the Our lovely community is all
writing he is resting, but re
RAISE 84.000
WOMEN
and Miss Brooks is advisor. Jackson Post of the American
curriculum last school term in 'tje more rich with the presence
Day at the Morn- mains very ill.
Woman's
st.rnohi, city school,: Mrs. of these recent homeowners
Mr. Porter is advisor to the Legion Auxiliary. She was
church Was Mr. and Mrs. Arthiir Sims
Lane college chapter. I'm sure nominated to run for governor, ing Star Baptist
Walter (Dot) Evans, Memphis "ho have ini-ieri -a. I'e,, are
all points, ac- entertained at a "fish 7Fy" for
from
best
its
at
a rewarding experience was was elected to the House of
State. Harold Osborne has ob- rider and Mrs. C. W. Allen,
who have Mrs. Callie Paul of Kansas
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Representatives, served as Vice
tamed a sabbatical leave to Horn T °Ir. Cove; Mr. and Mrs.
years in this City, Kans., and Mr. and Mrs.
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tiepeDaryivte
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ri,
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service Monroe Burrow and family.
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a
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Drive: Mi.
ed certificates for physical fitREV. D. L. WOKS
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Alice Johnson, "Miss Le- Chattanooga.
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ness, attendance, and honor sermon by the pastor, the Rev.
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a
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Mathis,
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for service in the House of
the Alumni celebration . . .
Miss Brenda Jones. danehterl ministers will be glar
tech at Kennedy, and Ms2,11
music from the choir.
guest speakersge crowd is expected. 'the Mrs. Henry (Cleora) —
Representatives.
has
Neale
Willie Jones, amen Friends' Day is celebrated
and Mrs. Willie B. Street,„,
4
The afternoon service was of Mr. and Mrs.
Also sent from Madison
public is invited.
returned from a brief visit in ,n,
after
r4„uphter, rherri. whirr
Cummings Street Baptist County, sponsored by the one long to be remembered as is home with her parents
at Friendship Baptist church Rev. W. A, Suggs is pastor New Orleans . . Martha and
inwork as
a teacher in the city school
church, 1222 Cummings St., Jackson
on Sunday, July 21.
Legion the wife of the pastor gave completing her
American
of the church at 1355 Vollen- Harold Galloway and Junior
will celebrate its annual Wom- Auxiliary was Miss Evelyn a most interesting address, on structor in Hickman, Ky. She The morning sermon will be tine, and Rev. F. R. Nelson, are back home from their trip s,ctem. The), are at home on
for
picnic
en's Day, Sunday, July 14. McAlister of Denmark. Includ- he theme, "A New Frontier had for the Fourth a
so Birmingham and surround- Honduras Cove. We roll oat
the delivered by Rev. Fred Lofton, pastor emeritus.
'of
Featured will be an address ed in her activities was her for Women in Times Like the Jones children on
of religion and dean
professor
'Hama cities . . . Dr. and our "red velvet carnet"
ing
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brother,
lawn of her
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s attw
Meg. H Ralph Jackson, along welcome to these very fine peoof
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She
Jones.
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Tyler CME church at 3 p.m. inet.
She was introduced by Mrs. Frank
thencollege.evening
Speaking
with their two charming pie.
The church's pastor, Rev. The purpose of Girls State is L. B. Croom, followed by a make this an annual affair.
worship which starts at 7 p. m.,
Mrs.
Eugene Waller Will deliver to acquaint the youth with a solo by Mrs. Nelda Williams. Among the guests were
will be Rev. B. L. Hooks, pasSusie White, daughter tor of Greater Middle Baptist
the regular 11 a.m. sermon. knowledge and an understandThe message was followed Mary
Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Caesar
At 7:90 p.m. a panel discus- ing, through actual participachurch, lawyer and a member
by a solo by Mrs. Willie Pos- of
sion, entitled "Upholding True tion, of state government in on. The ladies' victory was and her six children from Ink- of the Public Defender's ofspend
also
In A Complete Tennessee and the obligations
ster, Mich. She will
fice.
further established as they put
Society," is scheduled. Mod- and responsibilities of citizens early $4,000 on the table for some time with her husband's Music for the services will
Mr. and Mrs. White
parents,
erator will be Mrs. Lena Rea- in a democratic society.
pastor
The
effort.
he quarter's
be rendered by the Yout h,
mus. Mrs. Edna Warren will
Their daily program called expressed appreciation for the of Milan, Tenn. Another Jones, Imperial and Senior choirs of
3-4 Rooms Furniture As Low As $3.99 A Wk.
and
Mr.
of
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and the Greater
Friendship
(Dorothy)
Jones
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Mrs. Caesar
Baptist church choir.
men and women.
WASHINGTON — The govMrs. Lois Ivory with her Middle
now
Williams "Home"; and Mrs. addition to government particthat
year
were:
third
This is the
Officials for the day
ernment has re-written its
ipation, they also engaged in
Grace Donelson "Business."
two children from Kincheloe
Friends' Day has been ob- all-time best - seller publicaJerlean Douglas,
Air Force Base, Mich., were
Mrs. Kary Worrell is gen- a physical fitness program, tal- Mesdames
Ellison,
Slue
non, but expects it to be more
eral chairman of the cele- ent competition and lectures. general chairman; Harrell, fi. also present.
popular than ever.
Mrs. Georgia Adkins of Jack- program; Roxie
Little Deborah Ann Crump.
bration.
social;
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complete
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her
ceremonies,
of
Tenn.
sides in Memphis with
for 20 cents. The first version
Your scribe leaves this week Chapel ladies choir joined parents.
music.
was printed in 1914 and 48
DETROIT — (UPI) — The for Chicago, Ill., via St. Loins, with the choir for the
Mrs. Cottrell Thomas and
million copies of the publicaNational Association for the Mo., to attend the annual AWARDS GIVEN
her mother, Mrs. Lucy Collier,
The yard of the month
to Cleveland for Marcus H. Whitfield, assist- tion—now in its 11th edition
Advancement of Colored Peo- meeting of the American Limathematics —have been distributed.
will '"!"n"
• •
ple, challenged Mayor Jerome brary Association. Focus of the awards were given to Mrs. a visit via Chicago, while Deb- ant professor of
Southern Christian
A Children's Bureau official
Cavanagh to lead one of its meeting this ycar will be on Katie Reed, 505 Craddock, o.
i ah Harrell Thomas will ao at Tougaloo
as
a described the 1964 edition
protest marches against seg- "An Inquiry Into the Needs first; Rev. and Mrs. Lorain on .to Ann Arbor, Mich., for college, has been awarded
Jchn Hay Whitney Foundation "a major milestone for us."
of Students, Librarians and the Johnson and Mr. and Mrs. visit with her family.
regated housing in Detroit.
for
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Friendship Baptist To
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To Celebrate
Women's Day

Government
Re- Writes
Baby Book

("Womanhood

Most Popular Brands Of Appliances
Also Repair Small & Major Appliances

Awarded $2,750
By John Whitney
Foundation

Ask Detroit Mayor
To Lead March

Larry's General Furniture & Appliances
The Place To Save Your S's

EVERY CUSTOMER AN INDIVIDUAL
.. The Home 0f.

*

•

GO BY BUS

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

UNION

Guaranteed To Look Like New
Low, Overhead Prices

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
SALE

Up To 18 Months To Pay

ALL PRICES SLICED! New,
Upholstered, Used Furniture
And Appliances. Terms To Suit You

SOUTHERN UPHOLSTERY
COMPANY
PHONE 684 - 1217

SOUTHERN UPHOLSTERY
& SALVAGE
3195 FORD ROAD

NO DOWN PAYMENT

4('
*
*

341 UNION

UNION

FA 3-0132

• FURNITURE UPHOLSTERED

46
4
i

HOUSE FOR SALE
KNOB - HILL SUBDIVISION

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

4

*
*
*
*
*
*
))
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CONSTRUCTION
CO.
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F.H.A. FINANCED
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Dr. N. M. Watson •• His Practice Of Medicine-- And Terrell

•

•
TERRELL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
Terrell Memorial Hospital, 698 Williams Ave.
with its sweeping front lawn is graced by
three nurses. They are, left-right, Miss Dill-

ingham, a freshman, Miss Thomas, a sophomore and Miss Henderson. a senior.

A MAJOR OPERATION
UR

N

M

WATSON

White.

MEMBERS OF THIS CLASS

THE LAST CLASS
The last class to complete training after the training school
for registered nurses had closed. They completed the threeyear training period and became graduate nurses. Seated

A major operation is being performed by Dr. Watson and Or A

en the front row is Mrs. Ernest B. Payne, who was an instructor for the class. Now she is a supervisor at Crump
Memorial hospital.

Members of this class started out under the direction and
instruction of Hr. C. A. Terrell, however, they completed
the nurse's training period and graduated under the in-

struction of Dr. Watson and Dr. White, in charge. This was
the last class of registered nurses taught by Dr. Terrell.

• •

THIS IS THE LAST CLASS
THE 1938 CLASS
.. The 1938 Class members and instructors of Terrell Nui se Training school.

Dr.

go. •
w••••

Mrs. Andrew Wier represents the first practical nursing class.

This is the last class to graduate before all
nurse-training schools in a less than 100

bed hosptial were closed.

Watson's Motto Is:

'Live Every Day,The Life That Is Pleasing In The Sight Of God'

tan Baptist church; a member
the public a needed service." University of Paris in France;
rell Memorial hosoiti,1 in hon- persons.
the local, state and national
:Knowing most physicians' Mrs. Watson said "this ap- Dr. M. V. Lynk) which opened
However, as a result of not women's diseases at Univer- of
in-past was
new
$200,000
A
Watson
Dr.
the
founder.
of
other
or
and
him
to
doers
its
pubnot
customary
is
personal
proach
gritude toward
and medical societies. He is also a
desire. being able to see his dream sity hosptial in Denmark
greatest
Dr.
began
the
Watson's
program
out
carried
was
Watson
Dr.
classmates.
the
of
°ba
member
from
coming
licity it is quite difficult to
in chest surgery at staff member of Collins Chapel
presi- by Dr. Terrell as well as added He has exerted every effort in come true, he was afflicted observation
rain formal statements from•family" — however, since she! graduated that year as
England. and Crump hospitals and at
London,
in
illness
Oxford
serious
first
his
whatever was needed to ex- attempting to interest Baptists with
dent of the class.
hurricane John A. Andrews Clinic at
a
when
1936
IOW about their success or is the only person who knows
In
1946.
in
—
ulcers
drive
—
a
pand and enhance the profes- in helping him conduct
aehievements in the practice more than any other person TRAINING FOR tamers
Miss., Tuskegee Institute.
Tupelo,
through
swept
always
has
Watson
Dr.
when
for this purpose. Once
to ara medicine. Dr. Norman Man- about the life story of her hus- He interned at Jane Terrell sional service.
Mrs. Watson said: "If I may
such a drvie was all set to go. vouched for nurses who were Dr. Watson was the first
his
the
is
'PRACTICAL
completing
C'OUPSE
she
than
that
feels
band,
she
different
After
no
hspit"
is
del Watson
T. 11. add a personal note about Dr.
a committee, headed by the graduated from Terrell Memor- rive on the scene with
as
the
Changes
and,
were
in
made
follow-up,
remained
to
one
he
physicians.
logical
internship,
other
many
because lie knows H?vPS ambulances to render Watson. I can say truthful1.
under Dr.!late Rev. Marshall Wingfield. ist
,early as possible — the task became assistant surgeon to igraduation
'
can do wherever service 24 hours with a con- he has never refused to admin
:Through the years Dr. WiltTerrell, Jo- Watson's adirinistration. met with Terrell's committee what they
in mind.
A.
had
C.
Swingler
Drs.
Mr.
late
the
There glomeration of splintered limbs ister to a patient who did not
en's motto has been "Live
gradiii,ted in white!and Promised to 'rein if the they are placed on duty.
Norman Manned Watson w^s'senh Johnson and Eugene Classes.
of — combined with human bodies have the money or refused to
every day, the life that is
gowns ;.' I o'clo-lc in 'Baptists would call off their were always an abundance
and
caps
outstanding
These
Johnson.
C.,
N.
experi- make a call after office hours.
Harralsville,
Pleasing in the sight of God." born in
drive until a later date after a requests for nurses trained at everywhere. It was a
morning
the
i
WatDr.
observed
sevsurgeons
the
was
He
1890.
4
training ence never to be forgotten.
hospital's
to
II
e
rr
"He is a family man of the
e
land
was
promised
of
T
gift
ere feels that this statcment is July
10 children born to son's unusual ability and tech- Baptist church. 767 Walker .Crsllins if the drive got under school- - more than could be
1959 Dr. Watson —as pre- highest calibre, a devoted hussufficient publicity for his suc- enth boy of
li" bocarne
early.
WatSarth
moue
and
years
late
Joseph
'he
sented a plaque for 40
band and father. As long as I
immediatey. They would supplied.
cess or achievements.
assistant professional associate During World \VAT- II, Uncle way
son.
lo, iminiennt sorviee in the 'rave known him through the
iin./w nit return with double strength to GRADUATE STUDY
,carn
-1Iowever, Dr. Watson has A tier comnleting puhli- as long as they lived.
was
He
medicine.
Among his many achieve- practice of
ebb and tide of his professioni"s.:doctors and nurses. The need help conduct a drive for Terlived too full a life as a public school he entered Waters InstiFour hOSnitSis
He al Find married life, I have the
reit!rell. the committee said. The ments. Dr. !Watson has assisted 7alleri "the unsung hero."
servant to not have at least tute where he completed a Mercy, Royal Circle and Wil-lf-r them wa,
an
as
honored
highly
McMullens
was also
closed with Dr. Wat- the late Dr. J. L.
first time to hear him speak
4,,brief story published of his teacher's training course. He son — became feeders for Those left on the home front meeting
son Plying the first von to at the Natiohal Medical meet- American surgeon by the staff unkindly of any person —
pxefessional achievements.
in
then taught two years in the surgery. Dr. Watson was a y,iere
hospital
Hehrewan
the
operaof
Collins Chapel ing in 1942; performed
white or Negro — regardless
narticinant in each of, Dr. Watson introduced in the drive for
:1)r. Watson's wife, Mrs. Ruth public school building given constant
tions several times at John A New Jerusalem for assisting in of circumstances.
hosnital.
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until
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his
by
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a
suggested
removing
Tuskegee,
Watson,
in
Irwin
did not keep Andrews Clinic
"In response to mankind's
was the only hosnital in nursing which consisted of The committee
,
first anises
they are very rare hut he had actions or expressions against
late Mr. Lewis 0. Swincler, er. Dr. Watson went to Shaw Terrell
r traininr! in both prac- its promise and the blue print Ala. During the
,to provide training for nurses one ye,
Terrell.
in
at
one
removed
epidemic
sornetime ago to publish a story University in Raleigh. N.
flu
for the $200.000 Terrell hospital once of the
him\ he always says 'get it off
tire and theory.
at that lime.
patients A 1-AMIT.Y MAN
of Dr. Watson's life. Mrs. Wat- and earned a bachelors in scimmyteripi is neatly rolled in waxed pa- 1918, he lost only two
Your mind quickly,' they don't
After the death of Dr. Ter- T,-ese sums-,
show
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files
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The
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son had promised to supply in-'ence decree. after tear-hints two
-"among the when entire
know any better."
A. White, an effic- assistance. Later six - week per and stored
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COM(be
Insurance
formation from the doctor's of- years. He then entered Shaw re'', Dr. A.
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physician, assumed ^rwries wprn no;,blishel in treasures and
n there: S,ntimentally. he is a "Mr.
fice. Two months before Mr. University's school of medicine lent house
ponies rated him as the lowest Watson's administratio
of praduat- high schools. At that time John Terrell.
1599(1 maior ne- Wonderful," and professionaleases500
citylol
the
in
Swingler's sudden death he and remained three years. The the responsibility
doctor
-rate
death
is An unequalled public
unfinished class under Gaston hosnital did not leash FIRST SERIOUR ILLNESS
'erations; 23,000 minor and ly. he
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carried the written story to senior year was intertunted ing the
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Terrell's administration courses in practical nursing.
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,
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000
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did
Mrs. Watson's home for com- by a storm while he was in Dr
ment did not hurt Dr. Watson.
I
After the death of Dr. Terrell sfirtRre'r AwiRt'rtmta
Dr. Watso n. today, lies
•
ment — and promised to have mid -ocean. but determined to
t nMontreal, Canada,,strectrics.
study o
of 1932. Dr. wat- It is Dr. Watson's highest He said "defeat or no defeat, ate
d e Y o t e ,4 gravely ill in the bozpital
a
is
Watson
Dr
at
surgery
deep
it published in the next two finish in that year's class, he in the spring
obstrectries;
son took over the administra- Ambition to pi-wrote rionortn- Terrell is much needed in this in
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to — Te4
or` three weeks. His sudden arinlied at Meharry,
general obserV3-1Christian. He is a board of I gv so mucto of life
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Mrs. N. M. Watson Has Worked Many Years At Her Husband's Side
phis. She c. considered a
worid traveler, having visited
in countries, gleaming the
holy Land. She has accompanied her distinguished husoand trom the Atlantic to the
. Pacific while attending the
National Medical Association's
,annual meetings over a period
Mrs. Ruth Irwin Watson, nice things she had done for of more than 30 Years.
wife of Dr. Watson has been the college and for the cul-f Mrs- Watson is the founder
.1 gr-fat potential figure in tural development and inspHof the first Ladies''Auxiliary
, anying to every whin of her ration to young people. It is cit• the National Medical Asst,illISD8:1(1 in
his practice of our sincere hope and desireclati"n and "rveda,number
medicine. She has been the that she aell continue her of years as an officer in local.
moving spirit through the services to the college and hi state and national organise
'twits,
years — in meeting, to the interest in young people.nest of her ability, the einer- WORLD TRAVELER
She became very well Sc'
gencies watch is experienced
Accompanying Mrs. Watson,ouainteci with the customs of
in the life of a doctor. Her to the commencement exer- other countries and people
interest extended not only to ekes were her two sisters,IdUring her travel.
the hospital personnel and Mrs. Esther Ester of Mom- It was in Dr. and Mrs. Wetcomfort of the patients, but phis and Mrs. S. T. Nero of .son's palatial home that two
also through the channels of Holly Springs. The three sis-M. I. college co-edit were meother endeavors such as giv- ters installed life-sire twin vilege to inset and atiditni
for Miss Marion Anderson.
en inspiration and encourage- mirrors in the front lohtse
ment to students and faculty Carnegie auditorium of M. I.'They were competing for the
National Musician's Marion
members at her Alma 'Mater, college.
Mrs. Fr.isier said of the Anderson Award. The co-eds
Mississippi Industrial college
mirrors
"we
in Holly Spring, Miss.
will always enjoylwere praised by Miss AnderMrs. Watson who has long the reflection of the personal- .son, the international controlbeen known for the outstand_ dies of students, faculty mem- to, who was in Memphis for
ing work she has done for hers and friends as they enter a concert.
Like her husband, many
Mississippi Industrial College's the auditorium."
General Alumni association, Mrs. Watson has been very .years of Mrs. Watson's Ill.,
was presented the Alumni active in the cultural activi-!is wrapped-up in the experiAward of the Year at the ties and development of Mem-;ences at Terrell hospital.
college's 1963 Commene.ment
exercises May 27th.
YOUNG PEOPLE
Making the presentation was
Mrs. W. M. Frazier, wife of
the late president of the college, who is president of the!
%t
ot
General Alumni association.
The citation is a bronze
plaque secured to a base of
fine wood.
Mrs. Watson. wif of Dr. N.
M. Watson, 741 Walker Ave.,
is the founder of the Memphis Fine Arts chit\ one of
the city's outstanding cultural
clubs.
Dr. and Mrs. Watson, for
many years have ewarded a
prize annually to the college
student who reflected more
nearly the Christian Leadership ideals, in memory of
ti
Mrs. Watson's mother and
father. Dr. A. A. Irwin who
headed M. I. college's departRUBY JOHNS'JN
JUANITA BULLOCK
ment of religious education
and was the college pastor
for many years.
When presenting the award'
to Mrs. Watson, Mrs. Frazier
said "she is an active member'
of the Memphis Chapter of Owl
M. I. Alumni club and we arei
very happy to so honor heni
for sorrye of the many, many'

Mrs. Watson Presented
M.I.Alumni Award

ALUMNI AWARD

• •

Alumni award Is being received by Mrs. N.16. 'Watson.
(Hahn from Mrs. W. N. Frasier during the 1963 Commencement exercises at 31ississinpi Industrlal colleee in
Holly Springs, Miss. Mrs. iVatson received the award for
"outstanding services to the Alumni associatlon.”

MRS. GRETHEL HARRIS SCOTT

•

Mrs. Grethel Harris Scott represents the Fourth Class un-der Dr. Watson's administration.

)(-

MARY DALY

WILLIE MARY WHITE

MEMBERS OF THE 1937 CLASS
Members

of

the

1937 (lass

ere

Ruby

Johnson,

Juanita Huila( k- Annie Tiiempson, Mary Daly and Willie
Mary White.

DAILY DEVOTION

Miss Artie May rage rep!,,rtit, the first (lass under Dr. Watson's administration

Daily devotion was conducted at the hospital. l'articipaUng were nurses not on duty. Sometimes patients joined
In the services.

ember
ational
also a
Chapel
and at
inic at
I mw
sut Dr
thfulle
admindid not
used to
• hours.
of the
ed husng as
eh the
fessionave the
speak
son —
:ardless
•nkind's
against
•t it off
y don't
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pita] heat,

DR. JOSEPH VOLKER

•

Dr, Joseph Volker, vice president of health affairs at the
University of Alabama, confers with Dr. William H. Allen,
dean of dentistry. Meharrv Medical College, Min W. J. Seibert, Meharry's dental hygiene instructor. and Dr. Kenneth
V. Randolph, dean of dentistry at West Virginia Univer-

sity during the Meharry's Fourth Annual Dental Faculty
Symposium, Dr. Volker outlined the role of the “Future
Dental School," while Dr. Randolph lectured on "Trends
In Dental Education."

A CLASS IN BIOLOGY
his, in anatnnij, is being (aught student-nurses by De.

Walser,.
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SPORTS
HORIZON

Blame Poor Education For Army's Rejection OfDeep South Negroes 6.
WASHINGTON -(UPI) may not be faring much bet-Many Negroes in the ter.
state and the Disdeep South may not be NewofYork
Columbia, both with
getting enough education trict
highly-rated public school systo qualify them for military tems, were also low
on the

service.
Only 81,387 recruits were obtained by draft. Since the average acceptance rate was 45.9
per cent, this meant that somewhat more than 95,000 draftees

were rejected for physical,
Alabama, 38; Florida, 34.2; istrative" reasons, which usmental or "administrative" Georgia, 38; and Louisiana, ually means criminal or moral
reasons.
39.8.
deficiencies.
Rejections were about equal
States with high acceptance
The state of Washington refor mental and physical rea- rates and their percentages jected 9.9 per cent for "adsons but the wide variations included:
ministrativve" reasons, but the
service, according to a newly acceptance list with percentby states were chiefly caused
Vermont, 63.4; Iowa, 63.6; average for the country in
available Army "draft map." ages of 37.3 and 35.9 respectby failure to pass mental tests. Kansas, 64.1; Minnesota,
this
category was only 3.3 per
62.2;
0180111111111111110=111111
,11111111111111111allaall111111
The map was dated 1962 ively.
The Army published the Nebraska, 66.8; Montana, 61.1: cent.
acceptance
thai
snowec
It
army
The
figures
applied
with his equipment Wynne
ALL COMERS MEET
raw statistics with no detailed 'Utah, 60.7; and Alaska, 65. .
The state of Washington had
rates for draftees ranged from
analysis of the reasons for the
In South Carolina and Mis- an unusually low rate of only
A few years ago Memphis looked like a Roman gladiator a low of 30.4 per cent in South only to draftees. Four-fifths of
the 405,643 recruits brought
en route to a jousting tournadifferences. But one paragraph sissippi the rejections for fail- 3.2 per cent rejected for failadopted a nationwide track
Carolina to a high of 68.9 per into the armed services in 1962
ment behind the plate.
did suggest that where a high ure to pass mental tests were ure to pass mental tests, which
program which would allow
Short and stocky in stature, cent in North Dakota. How- were volunteers, and nine out ALBANY, Ga. - (UPI) - proportion of military-age men 47.3 and 44.6 per cent respec- could result form careful
track and field buffs an op- Curry had a big heart with ever, Negroes and other m1 of 10 men in this large catego- A Federal District Judge volunteered, the percentage
of tively. The average for the na- screening by draft boards beportunity to develop their tal- an insatiable desire to win. norities in some large cities ry were qualified for military promised a decision before the rejections in the remainder tion in this category was 22.4 fore the tests were given.
--- per cent.
end of the week of a suit to would be high.
ents during the off season. Be- He still possesses a bucket of guts which were eminently
In the District of Columbia
abolish school segregation in
The Army said this might
cause anyone can enter these displayed recently in an AAlbany and surrounding account for differences "to a and New York state, rejections
cinder carnivals they are call- ster game at Bellevue Park.
or failure to pass mental tests
Dougherty County.
considerable extent."
The "Goose," his age estimated
ed "all corners."
Judge J. Robert Elliott of
Solve Your Problems The acceptance rate among were 30.7 and 30.4 per cent,
oldtime
by
of
the
some
Red
respectively.
The meets are staged peColumbus, after a one and one- draftees in South Carolina
With
was The District
a Small, Low Cost
players attending the
Sox
of Columbia had
half hour hearing on a Ne- only slightly higher
riodically during the summer.
than n unusually
game to be at least 70, strutted
high rate of 11 Real
gro petition said "I will make among
non
This is the first year that Ne- out and hurled the first three
-English-speaking
Estate Loan
ALBANY, N. Y. - (UPI) - the health and welfare of their a decision before the week is
candidates in Puerto Rico per cent rejected for "admingro cindermen have been al- innings under a 90 degree sun. A special committee on civil people,' but also for "the realiover so that all concerned will where 27.9 per cent of the
60
Flat
Monthly Payments
esememismemenummene
lowed to participate. Sepia He was hit pretty hard but rights of the Governor's con- zation of their peoples' aspira- know what their position is."
candidates were able to quali- ' WRITE REV. D. PARKS
stars have entered the meets had his outfield support been ference has been proposed by tions for freedom, dignity and
petition
The
was brought fy.
Approx.
equal rights."
ON ALL PROBLEMS
Co,t,
against the Dougherty County
staged thus far without inci- up to par Curry would have Governor Rockefeller.
Mo,
Mississippi had an accept- Such as health, love
Rockefeller submitted the -Review and recommend school board by
Ger affairs. money
dents and have gone virtually been able to hold his own
the parents ance
Payments
blessing
rate
A
of
blew
proposal
steps
33.3
be
which
considered
the
per
against
at
by
to
community
opposing
all-star
prayer
gift for all.
cent.
unnoticed.
of 16 Negro, children. The NeWest g8th Place. Chicago 9,
5 500.00
12.90
Among others low on the list 259
KEnwood 8-3872 -- Rev. D. Parks
The last all-comers affair nine made of players from the July 22-24 Governor's con- leaders can be "brought into groes asked that the schools
$1,000.00
S 23.70
and their percentages were:
ference
League.
Miami,
Semipro
was
cooperative,
anaffirmative
in
the
it
a
efbe reorganized into a "unwas held on the new Fair51,
500.
00
$ 34.50
nounced.
fort, at the community level itary, nonracial system."
grounds oval. Willie Dawson, BIRMINGHAM INCIDENT
$2,000.00
$ 15.50
When Curry went into one
The committee, to be com- that will be sensitive to comThe Negroes contended the d111111
who gained recognition in
•
11
•
111
11
$2,
500.00
S 56,20
1■11111•111111.111••■1111•111111••••.*
Sports Illustrated last spring of his name calling, dirt kick- posed of from five to eleven munity needs and problems school system is operating on
55,000.00
5110.8Z
▪
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
after his record tying 9-4 100- ing rages you could count on governors; would be directed and will assist in the realiza- a segregated basis in viola- •
•
dash at Melrose Stadium, was him being thumbed to the by the conference to work to- tion of the required human tion of the 14th Amendment
•
Be Wise! Choose
a double winner in his divi- showers. No different from ward three goals, according to freedom, dignity and rfrts." to the Constitution.
•
-Cooperation with the Pres•
sion. The Melrose junior cop- other managers and players Rockefeller's resolution.
They are:
ident in working out with the
•
ped the century and 220 who were waived to the side8 A.M.-6 P.M.
FOUNDATION WORK
sprints while Golden Wildcat lines Curry often would stay -Review and recommend Governors': a "nationwide proMADISON
Sat.
or
Sun.
$1.25
around
longer
and
a
can
bit
to
ways
states
try
gram
in
which
the
toward
achieving
equal
Monday
teammate Frankie Briggance
CARPENTRY
Sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
better assume and discharge rights and opportunities, replaced third in the 100 in an- get in a few last remarks.
LEVEL FLOORS
Dial
Sun. Open 8 A.M. to 2 P.M.
thru
111
6-0637
•
It was after being ejected responsibilities not only for gardless of race.
other bracket.
REPAIR SILL
•
Friday
1951
game
from
that
in
a
baseANY
TIME
24
HRS. A DAY
•
In an earlier meet held at
JOISTS and PIERS
Southwestern former Prep ball history was made and
-It's
Better
SERVICE
FOR
CALL
to
League sprint champion James witnessed by this writer.
FA 3-5870
3100 Summer at Baltic
Borrow At a Bank"
Garner tried his hand in the When Curry got the heave-ho
Planamemniniannnninmeinnimmnie
440-yard dash and came out once in Chicago's Comiskey
victorious in the quarter mile Park defending a point for his
against
Red
American
Sox
the
race. The Douglass High graduate will be a sophomore in Giants he created a dust storm
For The Latest in
Tennessee A&I State this fall. with his spikes. Curry had to
• •
Garner is a member of the be escorted to the tunnel leadto
the
ing
room
dressing
by
Tigers' track squad.
Hair Styles
the
park
police.
'GOOSE' CURRY
This was quite a contrast to
CLOBBERED
Apts. For Rent
Furn. For Sale
Help Wanted
Including The
Homer "Goose" Curry, a that sad day when a cop was
.1111/11•11=111..
FURNISHED ROoM
WI iH HA 1.F. tRIVATE PAR I'. Wit 10 rieir,
PACKARD SHIRTS - TAILOR MADE YARD WORK for MEN FOR use of
veteran of over 50-years in summoned from the stands in
bath-water 6 Halite furnished Phone
No
size
Birmingham, Alabama by the
too large or too small
purchwae a home bar is fair condi
HOUSE. Moat hays other job -Mouse
"MONSTER-MASH" Bit 5.7124.
baseball, has an indefatigable
also
work for wile
Ph. EV 6-4618
Om. Cell JAekenn 6-8397,
Mason. Orthoreut. and Chas. Cheater
UNFURNISHED ROOMS
love for the national pastime umpires to keep Curry from
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER
Shoe Representative.
delaying
the
any
game
longer.
2 lge. unfurn. rms. for rent 3 DINEYTE SUITS $34.95 to $59.95 Call WE 2-4513 Bruce N. Boyd, Sr.
still left in his aging bones.
1267 Worthington at.
3 Bedroom Brick, Call BR 4-4203
WH 2.3937, call after 5 p.m.
Call 323-4545
The former Memphis Red Sox What happened when this
FOR SALE
•
for appointment.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
WRINGER WASHER 939.00 and up
manager has been keeping young brash, obviously inex2
BARBECUE
GRILLS
WOMAN
DESIRES JOB AS MAID OR
2
EA
lee.
$9.95
unfurntahed rooms for rent.
phone WH 2-4332.
baby sitter five days a week. Call:
WH 2.3937. call after 5 p.m.
close to the sport since the perienced lawman came on
Call 323-4545
VOR SALE
8-45b1
Rickwood
was
Field,
most
PRINTING SHOP FOR RENT
folding of the Red Sox and
REFRIGERATORS $19.00
and
up WOULD LIKE WOKS AS LON MO!,
Fitly Equipped. Cylinder Press: Two WE HA VS YORK, FEDDERS AND
WH 2-4332
most of the Negro American shocking and deplorable.
ironer or any children.
2) Job Prows. Call PA 7.514R for
Gibson
Air
Conditioner. Cheap.
When he reached "Goose"
Lett: WH 8-2181.
A good deal.
FOR SALE
League teams by catching on
Call 323-4545
TV, SETS - 569 00
up • PRIME
as a baseball scout with the and touched him Curry turned
Homeworkere Wanted:
Wil
2-4332
REPOSSESSED HOUSEFUL
W• Will send you tne compote names
St. Louis Cardinals and Kan- as if to explain something,
Business Services
Pick up payments on 7 pc. living
and addle". Of 50 U.S. firma that
but without allowance for con\
room. 7 pc. dinette. Refrigerators.
sas City Athletics.
••••••••••=11/m•
Stove. Juat 915 11 mo. tat note July Help Wanted
GUARANTEED N.Y. LIVE-IN
Where baseball is played, be sultation the policeman plasCOMPLIMENTARY
Jobs
$35455 wk
15th, Quality Fur. WH 8-3378. Open
Fare advanced
to 8 P.m.
Mallory agency 676 Merrick Rd.,
it in huge Yankee Stadium in tered him on the head with
Si s NTF:D
Lynbrook. N
Y.
IF YOU HAVE R.LICIS OR CARPETS
MAN 881111 ( bit olt STATION
New York or the city park in his blackjack. The blow would
that you would like inatalied wall
WOMAN EXP. IN HOSPITAL WORK.
WAGON
have
many
sent
much
younger
Hazelhurst. Mississippi, the
to wall or cleaned. Cat Bob Miller For Sale Misc.
CALL:
MUST RE A GO-GETTER
To denser and sell papers weekly
for a free estimate. GL 8-0702.
452.1831
colorful "Goose" has played men reeling to the ground,
Salary plus romminsion
Prise winners and winning IRTINWPro, Ilk,
NEGRO WOMAN EXP. FACTORS' OR
New
Tri-State
there. Fans knew Curry best The stunned "Goose" immePublishing
Company BABY 811-TING. CALL:
A uKSON's Lot Bible Qui;
TOM
236 South Wellington Street
ANS.: The term 'LORD'S DAY"
Furn.
for his circus like rhubarbs diately turned and walked
JO. 5-7919
occurs in the New TESTAMENT once. GOOD
MAN NEEDS WORK AS FOR
with umpires all over the away as if not hurt despite a
NEGRO WOMAN WANTS FIVE DAYS
(REV. 1:10). In other New Temater or restaurant worker.
ONE BOOK CASE. BED, COMPLETS:
bleeding forehead.
work-private home.
texts
we
went
are
the
told
day
that
country. The little skipper
maitre., and spring, one dresser
WE 6-0687
.
948-1273
of which Jesus is Lord, Is the 3anIn court the next day, know 2 cheat of drawers, one washing
ma
with the who me expression
day."The Son of Man Isel
Lord GUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE-IN
chine. One dinette net, one sewing bath
EXPERIENCED
MAID,
NURSE.
was labeled the Leo Durocher l ing to protest in "Bull" Con- '
maahine, CALL BR 6 2370. -2152 even of the Sabbath Day." Matt. 12:8, 935-955 wk. are advanced. Mallory
Ironer. City references. 5 day. •
Agency, 576 Merrick Rel., Lynbrook.
Mark 2:28.
Piedmont St.
week. JA 74043.
of the Negro circuit. Many :nor's town was worthless, the '
N. Y.
PRIZE II INNERS
1. Mrs. Mildred Clark
$5.00
observers felt Curry strived "Goose" switched his tactics
NICE HOME P1111 RENT
Memphis, Tenn.
•
3 LARGE ROOMS • HALF BATH. Situation
Phone for
on that reputation as an added and played the fiasco up as ;
Wanted
2. 5frs. Magnolia RuswIl
$4.00
retired or settled couple. Nal, Popumisunderstanding.'
mere
a
Millington,
Tenn
drawing card.
lar bee line. Stove FURNISHED.
E X PE R I EN CE 11
3. F.lizabeth Slayton
BEAU'rICIA N8
$2.90
Whatever
charges,
the
they
BR 2-3237
Curry wasn't at all the charwants Job as shampooer to whit.
Notaeulga. Al,
Appointments.
shop of aa seamstress. JA 3.21184,
4. Mrs. Henry Bond
$2.00
acter he portrayed during his were dismissed The cop probMemphie, Tenn
Keep children In horns for working
numerous upheavals with the ably was treated to a steak
5. Mitchell Rurnette
$1.50
mothers-by the day. week. or month.
Dozier. Ala
men in blue. On the contrary, dinner by his ardent segrega526-9203
Call FA 4-5166 for information
Entries are now being accepted for
Rev. and Mra. L. W. Meyers
he was more of a soft guy to
TOM JACKSON'S second BIBLE QUIZ.
tionist boss for his infamous
Sc brings complete details.
those who knew him well.
TOM JACKSON
deed.
However, on the field he has
Special Services
92 SWEET AVENUE
BIRMINGHAM 7, ALA
had spitting wars with some
DOM MOUSERS WANTED
of the biggest arbiters. When
5 ACRES FOR SALE
We will send you the names and
Hamilton
athletic
and
director
s3leswumen addiesses of 50 U.S. firms that UR3108 N. Germantown Road north of Salesmen
Highway 84 nr. &Bendsle can
be wanted to sell retail advertis- GENTLY NEED HOMEWORKERS for
Earl "Porky" Wynne was umonly 25- postpaid! Roan your name,
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
piring at Sulphur Dell Park
Gibb• Jr.
ing in the Memphis maiket. address, and 25c today to Farmer 210
T$ Fifth A.., New York 10, N.Y.
in Nashville, Tennessee he oftCADILLACEI - 55 hard top converti- We pay 25 per cent and 30
bles. power, air conditioned. Call IA 7Tuned. Have your piano tuned
en was challenged by the fiper cent contract commission Piano
8511. $495 cash or terms.
lIke new. Call BR 2-7644 for service.
ery
ex-Philadelphia
Only $10 00
Stars
on the dollar.
FOR SALE
pitcher-outfielder. That was
YOUR
DEEP FREEZERS-560.00 and uP THE TRI
PROBLEMS
BY
•
STATE DEFENDER MASTER
"Divine Meta-physlca" for advice
Phone WR 24332
a feat within itself because
GAS RANGES - $29.00 up PHONE 236 South Wellington Street and guidance to your problems. lend
--birth& te, 3 questions and $2.00 to
WH 2-4332
William
Felton, Pen, 2473 Sev.11011111INIMINe
Mamplais, Tenn.
, enth Ave.N.New
York 30. New York.
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Judge Weighs
Albany, Ga.
School Bias

Governors' Civil Rights
Unit Proposed By Rocky

NEED MONEY?

CAR WASH $
a
•••
a SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
•
•a

vls11
WARREN

•

yo

Slate Savings Bank
72

•

Classified Ads.
For Sale Misc.

Warren's Barber
and Beauty Shop
1208 Thomas St.
At Fire Stone

lor

For Sale

THIS

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

SPACE IS
FOR

ADVERTISER

MOTORCYCLE

PEST

Private party iVflUlfl like to porches
.
,
Oucati Motorcycle. Cat 275.3972.

it

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS

EPSTEIN

LOAN OFFICE

162-164-166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
,
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale

Licensed and
Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED

ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

ALL

FOR FREE ESTIMATES

Ph. FA 7-6033

V ROILET(0.
2200 Lamar

This Beautiful Air Conditioned Church, Rev, R. W. Taylor,
..linister; is complete with Cafeteria, Pool, and several other
Educational Studies in the wings of the building. Beautiful
and Comfortable for an enjoyable service, any Sunday you
wish to come and hear Rev. Tau.

324.3871

Zion
CHEVROLET-1952 Used Telephone
'trucks. The very thing for plumbers
or electricians. Primo only $395. Bevoftai to select from! "Memphis' Oldest
Chevrolet 1)ealer.'t

UNION
CHEVROLET CO
2199 lamer
22100 Lamar

AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 lit 178 BEAL STREET IA 6-5300

(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SIIE IS NOT

CALLING .11

O.Z. EVERS

UNION

FFICE

MADAM BELL

CALL

AUTOMOBILE A ir-Conditioning , 1.1es
1 our miecialiate on duty
and service ,
day sod night to nerve you! -Memetue.
Oiler, Ch., r4.I.
/ie..

LOAN

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'GOATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE

JA 6-14.50

'WE KILL TO LIVE'

1111.110111111411111111.11111.1111111.111..i

N

ATHAN'S

NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The 1n-state Defender

Hill Baptist Church is located" at 1468 Leland Street,
- •-

at Kerr Avenue,
The Church was Built and Financed by:
E.H. GODWIN COMPANY, LOAN & INVESTMENT
1000 E.H. Crump Blvd.

324-3812
324-3871

•

-;

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
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Beth-

A GYPSY

me

This is her new 'office at the Missis•
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is

pr•
pa
tw

back after a long time of being away
at last she Is back to stay in her
new home.

and

Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are You discourage?
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
HELL advise you at once. She will read life to you

7.“itild
-read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Iler home
is 2 blocks below where ahe used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
IIDUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus runt ked Whitellaven State 1,Ine
rind get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and seeli
never had an office in West Memphis.)
11,LAIMM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
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